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ABSTRACT
JENNIFER EILEEN CURL
IN THEIR OWN WORDS: ACKNOWLEDGING HERITAGE LITERACIES AND
LANGUAGES WITH COLLEGE-BOUND ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS IN
ADVANCED ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS CLASSROOMS
Under the direction of LEAH PANTHER, Ph.D.
This study sought to examine how the use of heritage literacies and languages by college-bound
ELLs in advanced English classes can help ELLs meet course expectations and inform attitudes
towards future ELA courses. Three adult professionals, a teacher, a pharmacist, and a chemical
engineer, were purposefully sampled to share their lived experiences and reflections as ELLs in
advanced English classes as high school students. The research questions were: (1) What do the
narratives of college-bound English Language Learners enrolled in an advanced English course
reveal about their use of heritage languages and Literacies? and (2) How do the narratives of
college-bound English Language Learners enrolled in advanced English courses inform
culturally responsive education? Data were collected through one-on-one interviews between the
researcher and individual participants through recorded Zoom sessions, composition artifacts
chosen by the participants, and a focus group including all three participants and the researcher.
Data were analyzed through multi-level coding (Saldaña, 2016) employing holistic and in vivo
coding for level one, pattern coding for level two, and cross-case analysis and narrative coding
for level three. Results suggest that disconnections exist between ELLs and ESOL support,
cultural use of language, and teacher expectations. Further results indicate microaggressions
experienced by ELLs in advanced English classrooms, as well as frustration and confusion,
related to advanced English teachers’ instructional practices. Finally, participants experienced
xii

disconnections resulting from myths and misconceptions about ELLs in advanced English
classrooms. Recommendations for future studies include a focus on the intersection between race
and culture, language, and literacy practices among ELLs and how schools can create bridges
between ESOL and advanced course pathways.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Currently 10% of K-12 students in U.S. public schools are English Language Learners
(ELLs) (Pew Research Center, 2018). Many ELLs are encouraged by their families to receive a
U.S. college education, but these students are frequently held back from reaching their
postsecondary goals, not because they lack the academic ability, but because they struggle in the
very courses they enroll in to receive necessary literacy support: advanced English classes
(Kanno, 2014, 2018; Przymus, 2016). This is often the result of microaggressions inherent in
traditional school settings, such as tracking ELLs in English as Second Language (ESOL)
courses and mainstream pathways, which create what Przymus (2016) called the “ESL bubble”
(p. 266) and isolates ELLs from college track peers and college preparatory course pathways.
Despite the growing number of ELLs in U.S. classrooms, mainstream teachers do not
receive adequate preparation to support these students (Bunch, 2013; Gilliland, 2015; Samson &
Collins, 2012), even though studies have shown that supporting multiliteracies among ELL
populations encourages growth for all students in these settings (Lewis et al., 2007; New London
Group (NLG), 1996; Street, 1984). While extensive literature exists on supporting ELLs in
general education English classrooms in the age of standardized testing (McCarthy, 2008;
Menken, 2006; Poehner, 2007), and there is some research on ELL writing support in secondary
contexts (Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Gilliland, 2014, 2015; Gilliland et al., 2018; OrtmeierHooper & Enright, 2011), little research exists on attending to the support of college-bound
ELLs who enroll in advanced English classes and how these students’ heritage literacies may
improve their success in such courses.
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The purpose of advanced English courses, such as honors English and AP Language and
Composition or AP Literature, is to offer high school students a level of rigor similar to that of a
college classroom, and thus, to prepare the students who enroll in these courses for the level of
discourse and writing that these college courses will demand (Howard-Vital, 2006; WehdeRoddiger et al., 2012). However, advanced English courses are historically populated
predominantly by White students whose first language is English (Bunch, 2013; Enright &
Gilliland, 2011). Consequently, the expectation among many teachers and school counselors who
assist in student enrollment is that the students who enroll in these courses are equally prepared
to meet the literacy expectations of a rigorous English course. This is not true for many ELLs.
Traditionally, many educators saw the use of heritage languages in dominant language
classrooms as an impediment to learning the dominant language and the rules of that language.
Conversely, Bruner (1996) noted that comprehension in one area does not negate understanding
the same idea from different approaches, or here, languages. No cultural community represents a
singular ethnic or intellectual monolith (Gay, 2000). Street (1984) and others (Lewis et al., 2007;
NLG, 1996) pushed against deficit views of ELLs in favor of theoretically informed instruction
that uses students’ heritage literacies to ensure ELLs’ success in dominant language
environments. More research, specifically research that draws on individual ELL’s experiences
and stories, is necessary to understand how students’ heritage literacies may increase agency,
power, and identity in the advanced English classroom (Lewis et al., 2007).
This study examined how the experiences and stories of college-bound ELLs in advanced
English classes underpin understandings and inform future academic attitudes towards English
courses. To accomplish this, this study employed the lens of critical sociocultural theory because
2

of its relevance in examining the development of individuals in context of society and culture
with emphasis on agency, power, and identity. Also utilized were bodies of literature around
multiliteracy supports for ELLs that allow students to share their own narratives (Golden, 2017;
Lavoie & Blanchett, 2018). Further, ELLs’ heritage languages are only part of their larger
heritage literacies that include multiple modes of meaning, such as linguistic, visual, and audio
(NLG, 1996). This wealth of understanding should not be left outside the classroom door;
instead, it should be included in the ELLs’ approach to the advanced English class, where
communication in all its forms remains critical in terms of academic success in that class and
later, in college classes.
Another successful approach to support ELLs is culturally responsive teaching (CRT)
(Gay, 2000). One of the tenets of CRT that Gay (2000) recognized is empowerment. Gay (2000)
argued that CRT “enables students to be better human beings and more successful learners” (p.
32). This assertion aligns with the view of critical sociocultural theory as defined by Lewis et al.
(2007) as an agent to inform identity, agency, and power. Seen through these lenses, it becomes
paramount for the advanced English classroom teacher to understand literacy through the
multiliteracies, critical sociocultural theory lens and enact CRT as a framework to guide
instruction in order to support empowerment, identity, and agency for ELLs.
In a recent position statement, the National Conference for Teachers of English (NCTE,
2020), a nationally recognized organization that supports educators of English Language Arts
classes from elementary to higher education, identified the significant role of the English teacher
in the education of ELLs. In its position statement, NCTE outlined writing practice that includes
opportunities for ELLs to read texts “in home languages” (Silva et al., 2020, p. 7) and “then
3

provid[e] students with opportunities to write like those authors to reinforce those practices”
(Silva et al., 2020, p. 7).
Additionally, narrative writing remains “a valuable part” of English “curriculum,
allowing students the opportunity to harness the power of language in a form of creative
expression” (Brannon & Lowheim, 2020, para. 1). In English courses, teachers ask students to
read and analyze texts and write about those texts; writing that include narratives. English, like
no other discipline, provides motive and opportunity for students to see how their stories fit into
a long tradition of storytelling (Lavoie & Blanchett, 2018). The stories of students remain
appropriate and important for the study of college-bound ELLs in advanced English classes to
understand how heritage literacies may underpin and inform success and attitudes towards the
subject for these students. Rogers and Fuller (2007) argued that within the framework of a CRT
classroom, “narratives and studies” (p. 77) not only support understandings but also offer
students from historically marginalized groups a sense of “self-preservation” (p. 77). English
teachers also ask students to read and analyze, through multiple modes, the stories of real and
fictional people. They read these stories through a second or perhaps third language, and yet the
most culturally responsive teacher does not always recognize the nuanced meanings that are lost
on these students or how “practices reflect European American cultural values” (Gay, 2000, p.
21). ELLs need the opportunity to employ their own heritage literacies in English classes in order
to understand how their own stories fit into the larger narrative.
Statement of the Problem
ELLs typically arrive in advanced English classrooms with a wide breadth of English
language proficiency (García et al., 2011; Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017) and the desire
4

for rigor and preparation for the college classroom (Gándara & Contreras, 2009; Murillo &
Schall, 2016). ELLs represent a new mainstream (Enright & Gilliland, 2011) in U.S. classrooms,
yet there remains little response from educational leaders and curriculum developers to create
new curriculums or changes in pedagogy in advanced placement English classrooms to meet the
needs of ELLs. Until these curriculum changes are made, it remains the responsibility of
advanced English teachers to offer a supportive, responsive instructional environment through
CRT that allows ELLs to draw on their funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992), which include
their heritage literacies.
Without access to their heritage language and literacies, the promise of college
preparation for many college-bound ELLs is a hollow one because these students are figuratively
asked to approach these courses with one hand tied behind their back. The funds of knowledge of
ELLs need to be leveraged to ensure equal opportunity for success (Moll et al., 1992). These
funds of knowledge include what Bruner (1996) referred to as “meaning making” (p. 3), which
involves “individual expression” around ideas in “different settings on particular occasions” (p.
3). The ability to make meaning in new situations relies on the student’s ability to draw on their
own experiences; “cultural situatedness of meanings” (Bruner, 1996, p. 3) that informs what
becomes the student’s ability to negotiate communication. The student brings cultural
experiences, languages, valued knowledge, and meaning making into the classroom (Lewis et al.,
2007); these are not left on the curbside or at home. Rather, culture informs students’ classroom
experiences, and denying those experiences disallows the ELL full membership in the publicschool classroom (Gay, 2000; Gutiérrez, 2008). Therefore, not allowing for this type of meaningmaking on the part of the ELL creates a disadvantage.
5

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to understand how the use of heritage literacies and
languages by college-bound ELLs in advanced English classes can help ELLs meet course
expectations and inform attitudes towards future English courses. While the authors of other
studies have attended to the need for ELL writing support in secondary education contexts
(Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Gilliland, 2014, 2015; Ortmeier-Hooper & Enright, 2011), this study
focused on the funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992) that ELLs bring into these advanced
English classrooms in the form of heritage literacies and languages that support their meaning
making (Bruner, 1996). Writing is a cultural practice (Gee, 2014); ELLs bring a wealth of
experiences that are embedded in home culture and heritage literary practices. The practice that
has informed many of these students’ experiences in the advanced English classroom demands a
focus on the English language and, consequently, a denial of heritage literacies and languages.
ELLs need to be invited to draw from those heritage literacies in their advanced secondary
English classroom experiences.
Research Questions
There is little understanding of the relationship between heritage literacies and languages
and their influence on an individual ELL’s approach to classroom writing in advanced English
classroom settings (Angay-Crowder et al., 2013; Gordon, 2019; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013).
The purpose of this study was to understand how the heritage literacies and languages of collegebound ELLs in advanced English classes can help ELLs meet course expectations and inform
attitudes towards future English courses. To this end, the following research questions guided
this narrative inquiry:
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1. What do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course reveal about their uses of heritage languages and literacies?
2. How do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course inform culturally responsive instruction?
Significance of the Study
While studies exist that focus on various instructional needs of ELLs (Gándara &
Contreras, 2009; Gilliland, 2014; Gonzalez et al., 2011; Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017)
and other studies attend to the lack of teacher preparation in general education classes (Bunch,
2013; Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Gilliland, 2015; Gonzalez et al., 2011; Moll, 2002; Murillo &
Schall, 2016; Samson & Collins, 2012). Few present the perspective of the student (Kanno &
Kangus, 2014). This study took the latter a step further and offered the reflections of three
professional adults who lived the experiences of college-bound ELLs in advanced secondary
English classrooms. Further, this study examined the need for advanced English teachers to
employ culturally relevant teaching to support their college-bound ELLs. My experiences as an
advanced English teacher with many ELLs and seeing their frustrations when faced with these
barriers, as well as my own frustration with the systems and policies that make college pathways
more difficult for my students informed this study. While literature exists on the importance of
heritage literacies and languages for ELLs (Duff, 2010; 2008; Enright, 2011; Gutiérrez et al.,
1999; Little, 2017; Pacheco & Miller, 2015; Song, 2016), and on college-bound ELLs (JiménezCastellanos & García, 2017; Kanno, 2018; Kanno & Cromley, 2013; Kanno & Kangus, 2014;
Kanno & Varghese, 2010; Pace et al., 2017), there is very little literature on supporting the
college-bound ELL in the advanced English classroom through CRT and asset-based pedagogies
7

that center heritage literacies and languages. This study was centered in the voices and stories of
three professional adults: one chemical engineer, one elementary school teacher, and one
pharmacist who all navigated advanced secondary English classes as students whose first
language was not English and who did not start school in the U.S. public education system.
Theoretical Framework
The purpose of the study was to understand how the use of heritage literacies and
languages by college-bound ELLs in advanced English classes can help ELLs meet course
expectations and inform attitudes towards future English courses. Through a critical sociocultural
theory lens, I sought to discover how heritage languages and literacies “invoked in [an] activity”
(Lewis & Moje, 2007, p. 24) in the advanced English classroom can “frame identities and
opportunities for agency” (p. 24). In other words, I sought to understand what the culturally
responsive English teacher can offer in the ways of reading, composing, and other activities
designed to prepare students for college-level English courses that inform their place in that
discourse community (Gee, 2001) and inform the ELLs’ sense of agency, power, and identity
(Lewis et al., 2007). To build a theoretical framework that met these purposes and goals, I
looked to critical theories that emphasize intention, action, and disruption of the status quo for
ELLs. This led me to multiliteracies pedagogy, critical sociocultural theory, and culturally
responsive teaching (CRT) and asset-based pedagogies as my guiding theoretical frameworks.
These theoretical approaches together framed my approach to ELL literacy pedagogies, as seen
in Table 1.
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Table 1
Illustration of How Each Framework Piece Defined Aspects of the Study
Aspects

Research

Defines
Literacy

Defines
Language

Defines
Texts
Defines
Learning

Defines
Learner

Multiliteracies

Critical Sociocultural Literacies

Asset-Based
Pedagogies

Angay-Crowder et al.,
2013; Cope & Kalantzis,
2000; Morita-Mullaney
et al., 2019; NLG, 1994;
Sang, 2017; Seglem &
Garcia, 2018

Lewis et al., 2007; Moll, 2002;
Orellana, 2007

Moll et al.1992;
Morrison, 2018

multimodal texts
recognizes and allows
adaptation with
multicultural literacies
and multilingual
practices
(NLG, 1996).

Emphasizes power,
empowerment, agency, and
identity (Alverman &
Hagood, 2000; Hagood, 2002;
Lewis et al., 2007)

Lived experience
(Gay, 2000;
Morrison, 2018)

contextual
multimodal (NLG,
1996).

Contextual and hybrid
(Fecho & Meacham, 2007);
includes power relationships
(Freire, 1968);
process of consciousness
(Freire, 1968)

Code switching
(Morrison, 2018)
Translanguaging
(Pacheco & Miller,
2015)

multimodal affordances
(NLG, 1996)
N/A

N/A

N/A
Social practice (Vygotsky, 1978);
“social process” (Lewis & Moje,
2007, p. 18)

Motivated by
learner’s interest
(Moll et al., 1992)
“Ongoing” (Moll et
al., 1992, p. 138)

Identity of the learner is
developed through “discourse”
(Lewis & Moje, 2007, p. 19);
the learner is one who
“[resists](…) or
reconceptualize[es](…) skills and
knowledge” (Lewis et al., 2007,
p. 18)

Informed, life-long
(Morrison, 2018)
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Pedagogy of Multiliteracies
New London Group (NLG) were a group of researchers who met in New London, New
Hampshire in 1996 and developed what has become an approach to multiliteracies pedagogy that
aims to support learners through inclusion of culture, communication, technological and literacy
diversity. Multiliteracies is the practice of communicating meaning through what NLG (1996)
identified as multiple modes that communicate. NLG (1996) designated multiliteracies as a term
to describe “the realities of increasing local diversity and global connectedness” (p. 64) and
delineated four components of pedagogy: situated practice, overt instruction, critical framing,
and transformed practice. In this section of my theoretical framework, I look at support for ELLs
through these components, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1
Multiliteracies Pedagogical Approach for Supporting College-Bound ELLs in Advanced English
Classrooms

• Situated
Practice

• Overt
Instruction
Inquiry
driven/ELL is
given
opportunities
for learning
agency.

Creating
meaningmaking
metalanguage
developed
between
teacher and
ELL

Teacher helps
ELLs see texts
through
critical lenses.

ELLs apply
new meanings/
translate to
new contexts.

• Critical
Framing

• Transformed
Practices
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Situated Practice
In situated practice, students are offered learning spaces that lend to their use of funds of
knowledge (FOK) (Moll et al., 1992) and become members in a “community of learners who are
capable of playing multiple and different roles based on their background and experiences”
(NLG, 1996, p. 85). Situated practice (SP) is another way in which literacy as practice (Gee,
1991; NLG, 1996) functions in the classroom. Further, situated practice places an “emphasis on
subjectivity and social context” (Ovens & Tinning, 2009, p. 1125), allowing the learner (for the
purposes of this study, the ELL) to find new ways of meaning making (Bruner, 1996). Although
Brandt and Clinton (2002) suggested that literacy as a social practice “exaggerate[s] the power of
local contexts” (p. 338), Seglem and Garcia (2018) noted in their examination of multiliteracies
in inquiry-driven classrooms that “teachers must consider how their classrooms can more
equitably distribute power and youth-driven interests as a guiding force in classroom pedagogical
design” (p. 59). Situated practice can mean partnering with mentors outside the classroom,
offering students the opportunity to “tap into resources on their own” (Seglem & Garcia, 2018, p.
59) without direct instruction from the teacher. Local contexts can be mentors from outside
school, cultural experiences, learning experiences, or creating artifacts of learning at home.
Overt Instruction
The second component of multiliteracies pedagogy, overt instruction, requires students
and teachers to develop a “metalanguage—a language for talking about language, images, texts,
and meaning-making interactions” (NLG, 1996, p. 77). One of the challenges for ELLs in
advanced English classrooms remains the wall of words, specifically the jargon of composition
instruction, that in the advanced English classroom represents a discourse community (Gee,
11

1991) that does not invite ELLs (Lewis et al., 2017). With the help of the teacher, ELLs can
“develop metalanguage to describe the available resources, interpret and comprehend different
modes of multiliteracies” (Sang, 2017, p. 18). Overt instruction informs this inclusivity and
allows ELLs in the advanced English classroom to acquire metalanguages.
Critical Framing
Critical framing, the third component of multiliteracies pedagogy, addresses the lens
through which ELLs may see text in all its multimodal forms and through a critical lens. Critical
framing essentially “makes sense” of the previous components, situated practice and over
instruction, by “interpreting the social contexts” (Boche, 2014, p. 116). Learning spaces can
become “marginalizing spaces that do not allow for student voice” (West-Burns & Murray,
2016, p. 60) and funds of knowledge, but through critical framing practices and discourse
practices such as synthesis, reflection, and discussion, ELLs can employ their funds of
knowledge to understand and develop their knowledge.
One of the dimensions of critical framing is the opportunity for ELLs to “step back from
what they have learned, critique their learning, and extend and apply their learning in new
contexts” (Angay-Crowder et al., 2013, p. 38). In this way, ELLs are enabled to construct and
critique learning through their FOK, including their heritage literacies and languages. This
approach enables not only the opportunities to find agency and identity but also gives the ELLs
power to claim and give voice to their education in advanced English classes. Angay-Crowder et
al. (2013) examined critical framing, along with the other components of a multiliteracy
pedagogy, through the employment of digital storytelling in a summer literacy program for
adolescents and noted, “For multilingual adolescent students, digital story-telling can provide an
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opportunity to design multimodal narratives that represent and reflect on their sociocultural
identities and their lives” (p. 38). The use of storytelling and narratives is particularly relevant to
my study, but further speaks to the importance of multiliteracies pedagogy in the teaching of
ELLs in advanced English classrooms.
Transformed Practices
The final component of multiliteracies pedagogy, transformed practices, is perhaps the
most difficult for teachers to guide students through and for students to navigate because it
requires students to take what they have learned and created through the first components and
develop new contexts. Cope and Kalantzis (2015) referred to this process as “applying
experiential, conceptual, and critical knowledge” (p. 22). In the advanced English classroom,
transformed practices can reflect translation of learning goals and activities into new meanings
for the ELL. This requires a mutual and respectful relationship between the teacher and student,
such as a pedagogical partnership that “reinforces the necessity of both carrying forward and
reshaping meaning as part of never-finished process of change that enable mental perceptions,
linguistic terms, and human selves to be newly comprehended, communicated and expressed”
(Cook-Sather & Abbot, 2016, p. 37). ELLs in advanced English classrooms need transformed
practices—opportunities to apply their translations of advanced English learning goals into new
meanings. In later chapters, I explain how the presence or lack of the components of
multiliteracies pedagogy informed the experiences of my three participants in advanced
secondary English classrooms. Each of the participants employed language practices informed
by the cultures and heritages to which they belong.
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Critical Sociocultural Theory
There remains a symbiotic relationship between culture and composing (NLG, 1996), and
for the teacher of ELLs, it is important to remember that the text and learner are inseparable
(Lewis et al., 2007). Critical scholars contend students’ heritage literacies and languages should
be centered as part of English instruction. Students’ cultural contexts where their multiliteracies
develop are important to their understanding of the world and the word. Freire (1968) contended,
“It is no longer possible to have the text without context” (p. 43). Thus, denying the ELL
positioning in the classrooms that offers the opportunity to exploit cultural experiences is
denying that student equal opportunity to excel.
Critical sociocultural theory (CST) offers a lens to understand how discourse
communities (Gee, 2001) support and foster power, identity, and agency (see Figure 2). Lewis et
al. (2007) explained critical sociocultural theory as sociocultural research that attends to power,
identity, and agency. Critical sociocultural theory was used in this study to distinguish between
classroom “scripts (linguistic formats that function as interpretive frames) and relations of
power” (Enciso, 2007, p. 62) versus “disruptive, creative counterscripts” (p. 62) that take place
outside the classroom and how heritage literacies inform the ELL’s understanding and attitudes
in the advanced English classroom.
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Figure 2
CST Tenet that Discourse Community Supports and Fosters Power, Identity, and Agency
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Discourse
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Identity
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Critical Sociocultural Literacies
Street (2016) asserted that reading and writing always takes “place in some specific
sociocultural context” (p. 336), and literacy practices are “multiple and culturally varied” (Street,
2011, p. 580). Similarly, the New London Group (1996) framed literacy within the context of a
rapidly globalizing world and the need for multiliteracy pedagogy. Viewing through these two
lenses, I employed the word literacy to discuss the multiple modes of communication—
multiliteracies—that ELLs must, and with the support of a culturally responsive teacher, can
navigate and employ. Autonomous views of literacy, at worst, reject the individual student’s
heritage literacies, and at best, require the student to ignore the body of knowledge those
literacies inform. The college-bound ELL who sits in an advanced English class is figuratively
asked by the teacher to ignore those multiliteracies, which comprise diverse texts and modes
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(NLG, 1996). In their work of examining literacy through a critical sociocultural lens, Lewis et
al. (2007) identified the “role of identity and agency in opportunities to learn” (p. 18) and noted
there is the opportunity to both foster and restrain “agency by providing or constraining access to
discourses” (p. 18) in learning contexts. In this sense, the English teacher can become a
gatekeeper for the college-bound ELL in the advanced English class by either creating or
denying access to “[make] and [remake] selves, identities, activities, relationships, cultural tools,
and resources, and histories” (p. 18). Lewis et al. (2007) identified this reality as denied access to
discourse communities. Within the discourse community (Gee, 1991), the advanced English
teacher possesses the power to foster social change and create opportunities for students.
Critical Sociocultural Literacy Instruction and Power
Critical sociocultural theory, which focuses on the holistic student as well as the power
establishments and ideologies that inform education institutions, underpinned this study. Lewis
et al. (2007) discussed the roles of identity, agency, and power through sociocultural theory and
noted that, while the subject of power is complicated, it is “produced and enacted in and through
discourses, relationships, activities, spaces, and times by people as they compete for access to
and control of resources, tools, identities” (p. 17). One way of thinking about this idea in terms
of the ELL is the struggle that these students experience in the advanced English class. While the
classroom should offer a stable platform for equal access, “where ethnically, linguistically, and
socioeconomically diverse individuals with varying social identities, cultural practices, and
political views all come together to accomplish shared academic goals” (Gordon, 2019, p. 2),
frequently, this is not the case for students of color and students of non-English heritage
literacies. Gordon (2019) suggested that pedagogies aligned with critical sociocultural theory in
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English classrooms can offer a place for “critical, democratic principles necessary for nurturing
[equity]” (p. 2)—equity that is missing in many advanced English classrooms for college-bound
ELLs.
One of the tenets that Lewis et al. (2007) outlined in their revision of critical sociocultural
theory is power, and the opportunities that teachers can offer or deny students. Many ELLs
perceive that the position of power lies with the teacher in front of the classroom. The idea that
they, the students, may hold some power, remains anathema to everything many of them have
been taught. Educators who look at teaching through a critical sociocultural theory lens
understand that “marginalized spaces can be re-framed to be schooling spaces that honor student
voice, knowledge, multiliteracies” (West-Burns & Murry, 2016, p. 62), and they are willing to
shift the power structure so that students are enabled to “compete for access” (p. 62) in terms of
their own education. Further, educators who employ a critical stance require ELLs to question
what they learn in classroom settings and create their own meanings (Lewis et al., 2007). Both
the teacher and the ELL need to take a critical stance as they learn to view text in all its
modalities through the lenses of agency, identity, and power.
Culturally Responsive and Asset-Based Pedagogies
This study is underpinned by critical theories because it is action oriented and aims to
inform both researchers and practitioners in support of ELLs in advanced secondary English
courses. Many of the barriers before ELLs as well as other marginalized students, is a deficitoriented view about sociocultural marginalized students, what Gay (2018) called “deficit
syndrome” (p. 31). This viewpoint highlights weaknesses of students, particularly ELLs, African,
Asian, Native, and Latinx Americans, and what they do not possess or have access to when
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compared to White, middle class peers. Asset-based pedagogies push against this deficit view
(Ladson-Billings, 1994; Moll & Gonzales, 1994) and focus on students’ existing strengths from
prior knowledge and cultural understandings. Among these asset-based pedagogies is culturally
responsive teaching (CRT). I turned my focus on CRT (Gay, 2000, 2002, 2018) because it is
action oriented and centered in instructional practice. While this study aimed to encourage
further studies around ELLs in advanced English settings, it was also directed towards preservice
and in-service practitioners.
CRT, like other asset-based pedagogies, responds to a need to support marginalized
students by recognizing strengths over weaknesses, embracing cultural and previous knowledge,
and setting high academic goals (Gay, 2000, 2018). Gay (2018) noted that when teachers
continue to perpetuate European-American, White middle-class norms in educational skills and
objectives, they become complicit in the power and equity imbalance that exists against
marginalized students. In advanced English courses, this hegemony is seen in a myriad of ways,
including Standardized English (SE), which positions English language practices, dialects, and
usage outside European-American norms as incorrect (Kirkland, 2010; Smitherman, 1997).
ELLs, like other marginalized student groups, are frequently corrected and stigmatized for their
use of English that falls outside a mythical standard (Lippi-Green, 2012). Practitioners who use
culturally responsive pedagogies reform deficit-oriented approaches to English instruction by
recognizing the validity and significance of culture in improving learning for all students (Gay,
2018).
This study’s theoretical framework was centered in a critical epistemology (Freire, 1968;
Giroux, 2020) and critical sociocultural theory (Lewis et al., 2007), which highlights power,
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identity, and agency for students. The culturally responsive researcher and practitioner not only
develop learning environments that support ELLs in their classrooms but also recognize and
understand the barriers that exist for their students (Gay, 2002). CRT builds on the “worlds of
language” (Piazza et al., 2015, p. 3). ELLs and other marginalized students possess. In this way,
CRT aligns itself with a pedagogy of multiliteracies in its use of multimodal approaches to
literacy and communication (NLG, 1996). Further, both approaches acknowledge the growing
diversity of local communities and connections to the overarching global community. As cited
earlier in this chapter, ELLs represent a growing demographic in public schools. CRT is
positioned to support ELLs for the cultural strengths and prior knowledge they bring into the
advanced English classroom.
Key Terms
Drawn from the theoretical framework of a critical sociocultural, multiliteracies approach
to culturally responsive teaching, the following key terms support this qualitative study:
Classroom composing, in this study, derives from the multimodal approach in
multiliteracies pedagogy (NLG, 1996). NLG (1996) defined ways of meaning making as
designing, which includes six elements: linguistic, visual, audio, gestural, special, and
multimodal patterns that combine the previous five elements.
Culture, according to Freire (1968) remains individually based on individual experiences.
Giroux (2020) asserted that culture remains in the public space and “affirms the social as a
fundamentally political space” (p. 160). I draw from these critical approaches to refer to
positionalities of each of participants as they relate to their lived experiences.
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ELLs (English Language Learners), in this study, distinguish students whose first
language is not English, who are learning English, and/or who possess various levels of English
proficiency (LaCelle-Peterson & Rivera, 1994).
Heritage language is a term used to recognize language spoken at home by a speaker
who then switches to a dominant language (Polinsky & Kagan, 2007). The term heritage does
not necessarily connote fluency; the user may have limited to proficient fluency in different
literacies (Polinsky & Kagan, 2007).
Literacies and Multiliteracies: Literacy practices are “multiple and culturally varied”
(Street, 2011, p. 580). According to New London Group (1996) literacies are multicultural and
multimodal given the global context of communication and the expanded ways through
technology in which people communicate today as opposed to some traditional definitions of
literacy as skills limited to reading and writing.
Summary
This chapter staged the significance of the growing college-bound ELL population in
advanced secondary English classes. Existing literature around ELL success in advanced
secondary English classrooms largely reflects concentration on teacher perspectives, and little
literature offers the experiences and views of students. This study aimed to understand the
experiences of college-bound ELLs in advanced English classrooms through their voices,
narratives, and experiences. Presented in this chapter were the problem, the research questions,
the theoretical frameworks, and key definitions. The following chapters offer an overview of
related literature, the methodology of the study, results of the study, and a discussion of the
results, as well as implications and recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter offers literature on four distinct areas that I deemed specific and relevant to
my study. I centered my study on two research questions:
1. What do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course reveal about their uses of heritage languages and literacies?
2. How do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course inform culturally responsive instruction?
To answer these questions, I first needed to understand the existing literature on English
Language Learners (ELLs) in advanced English classroom settings. I categorized the literature in
the following sections: English Language Learners in English classrooms; Honoring ELLs’
Heritage Literacies and Languages; College-Bound ELLs; Advanced English courses; and
Culturally Responsive Teaching in English Classrooms with ELLs. Further, I analyzed these
works through my theoretical framework of multiliteracies pedagogy, critical sociocultural
theory, and culturally responsive teaching (CRT). I chose these specific areas of literature to
illustrate gaps in qualitative work with college-bound ELLs in the advanced English classroom.
English Language Learners in General Education Classrooms
A review of the literature on ELLs in U.S. general education classrooms suggests that
limitations and barriers created by systemic racism, culturalism, and linguicism are currently
manifested through a disregard of heritage literacies and languages and a lack of pedagogical
skills that allow ELLs to employ those heritage literacies and languages, such as classroom
language socialization. These inherently pedagogical issues inform long-term issues for ELLs,
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particularly those who desire a college education. Bunch (2013) argued that “mainstream” (p.
299) teachers need “pedagogical language knowledge” (p. 299) in correlation with the discipline
they teach. Frequently, the assumption is that ELLs do not need any further support once they
have matriculated from ESL classes to mainstream classes. Bunch (2013), Enright (2011), and
Gilliland (2014, 2015) contended that while mainstream teachers do not need to be ESL
specialists, they need to create spaces for pedagogical language knowledge in their content and
offer opportunities for ELLs to learn academic language through classroom socialization with
English-speaking peers and the teacher. This section of the literature review examines the need
for classroom teachers to encourage and honor the use of heritage literacies and languages in the
classroom. It further focuses on how systematic policies, such as tracking ELLs through
predominantly English as a Second Language (ESL) classes and mainstream classes, can create
barriers to college preparatory classes, and by extension, a college education.
Honoring ELLs’ Heritage Languages and Literacies
ELLs face particular challenges in English-only classrooms, including what ostensibly
becomes the disregard of their heritage literacies, a dearth of opportunities to employ those
heritage literacies, as well as a lack of opportunities to develop academic language skills through
language interaction. In a case study of 10 high school seniors (five bilinguals and five
monolinguals), Enright (2011) found that in English-only classroom instruction, ELLs, even
those identified as English proficient, struggled academically. One student, Belinda
(pseudonym), who was referred for “every type of special service” (Enright, 2011, p. 95), spoke
only Spanish at home with her family. Belinda’s mother could not read or write the Spanish, so
Belinda’s Catholic catechism classes informed her Spanish literacy. Belinda noted that she felt
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“bilingual education programs could ‘really hold you back’” (Enright, 2011, p. 95), and though
identified as proficient in English since the first grade, she continued to struggle with writing
through the 12th grade. Belinda’s story reflects the experience of many ELLs who struggle
between two sets of literacy and language practices.
Similarly, in a personal history narrative, Little (2017) interviewed four multigenerational
families with heritage languages that included Gujarati, Urdu, Punjabi, and Arabic to examine
how heritage and “family literacies” (p. 424) inform the children’s “early literacy experience” (p.
424). Little (2017) noted that some United Kingdom schools serving families with multiliteracies
encouraged reading at home in any language. However, one of the daughters in the study, now a
mother herself, recalled how her favorite book as a child, Town Mouse and Country Mouse,
became “a metaphor” (Little, 2017, p. 435) for the differences in the family dynamics of Asian
life and English life. The younger generation’s fear of losing heritage practices creates what
Little (2017) referred to as a generational arc in which first generation family members
(grandmothers) felt inept to help their children with English, while second generation members
(daughter-mothers) feel unequipped to support their children in learning and employing their
heritage languages.
The studies of Enright (2011) and Little (2017) reflect the dual pathways that ELLs
frequently find themselves choosing between: maintaining heritage literacies and developing the
English proficiency that English-speaking classes require. Critical sociocultural theory
acknowledges that the education of students such as Belinda and immigrant families such as
those in Little’s (2017) study have been “marginalized or disenfranchised in schools and
societies” (Lewis et al., 2007, p. 3). Students who possess heritage literacies and languages other
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than English, and by extension, their parents who desire to see their students succeed in school,
are subject to educational institution pedagogy and policies that ignore those literacies.
Despite the opportunities that avail themselves in English classrooms to employ a wide
use of literacies through different modalities, ELLs rarely get the opportunities to use their
heritage literacies in these courses (Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017). In her case study of
four Korean bilingual children’s home literacy practices, Song (2016) examined how one
immigrant family practiced both Korean and English literacies at home to “nurture their
children’s literacy growth” (p. 344). According to Song (2016), the parents of one participant,
Yoomin, practiced multiple ways, including translation, to support the bilingual development of
Yoomin and her sibling. Mrs. Choi, Yoomin’s mother, explained that when her daughter could
not think of a word in Korean, she would replace it with an English word. Mrs. Choi would then
translate the word for Yoomin in Korean. Mrs. Choi, a former teacher, saw her daughter’s
writing and reading skills improve in both languages; however, she perceived her daughter’s
Korean literacy at risk because of the monolingual practices of her school.
Conversely, in another qualitative study, Pacheco and Miller (2015) observed teachers
employing heritage languages to support literacy skills. One teacher gave her students
newspapers in Spanish, Chinese, Arabic, and English and asked students to identify text features
such as titles, captions, and author’s name. Students worked in pairs; some were reading text in
their heritage language while others were not. The teacher used “students’ heritage languages to
build conceptual understandings” (Pacheco & Miller, 2015, p. 534) in a literacy activity.
Opportunities such as this not only offer students ways to employ their heritage literacies in
expanding other classroom literacies but also foster collaboration and what Gutiérrez et al.
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(1999) perceived as opportunities for students to “acquire knowledge through co-participating,
co-cognizing, and co-problem-solving within linguistically, culturally, and academically
heterogeneous groups” (p. 87). As Song (2016) noted, not all families possess the resources to
facilitate their children’s heritage literacies and build literacy connections between home and
school. Thus, since interactions with social systems affect and influence students’ literacies, it
becomes incumbent on teachers to reinforce these literacies (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1996). Through
multiliteracies pedagogies (NLG, 1996), educators can help their students “juxtapose different
languages, discourses, styles, and approaches” (p. 69) and ultimately learn to “reflect critically
on complex systems and their interactions” (p. 69). Students of all literacy backgrounds benefit
from the sharing and utilization of multiliteracies in classroom strategies and pedagogies.
Along with recognizing ELLs’ heritage literacies in the classroom and fostering
opportunities for students to employ those literacies in classroom activities is the role of
language interaction. In an ethnographic study, Gilliland (2015) examined ELLs in a transitional
English class intended for the preparation of ELLs to move into mainstream classes and
strengthen writing skills. The two teachers in the study held certification in English language arts
content. One teacher, Mr. Brown, tried to offer students an example of weak and strong language
in a composition activity, but as one student noted, “It’s big words we don’t know” (Gilliland,
2015, p. 293). Students were expected to draw on their knowledge of English; therefore, they
were frustrated rather than helped by Mr. Brown’s examples. Gilliland (2015) noted that ELLs
can “draw on knowledge” (p. 288) they already possess from “learning to write in their first
language” (Gilliland, 2015). In this case, however, the teacher lacked the pedagogical knowledge
to help students employ those heritage literacies and languages to help them. An examination of
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Gilliland’s (2015) findings suggests that both teachers in the study maintained autonomous
literacy views, focusing on thesis statements and vocabulary as key learning targets, rather than
offering opportunities for ELLs to learn new vocabulary through interaction practices such as
pairing and grouping students.
In an earlier ethnographic study, Gilliland (2014) maintained, “Teachers’ oral responses
during writing conferences can either scaffold students’ socialization into or deter . . . ways to”
(p. 304) employ academic writing language. Gilliland (2014) examined multilingual high school
students in advanced English language development classes, specifically the effectiveness of
one-on-one writing conferences between ELLs and the teacher. In one instance, Gilliland (2015)
reported that the teacher talked through a problematic section with a student, Ben, in which she
helped Ben parse the language that he needed to make his point in the composition. Through this
dialogue exchange, Ben gained the opportunity to discuss his thought process, as well as what he
hoped to convey in his composition. The teacher, through language socialization, offered Ben
words the ELL had not yet learned, supporting Duff’s (2010) contention that students learn
needed academic language through socialization. Furthermore, in language interaction practices,
such as one-on-one writing conferences, relationships develop between teacher and the student
that may not occur in unscheduled, infrequent question-and-answer sessions (Gilliland, 2015).
This section presented literature addressing some of the particular challenges that face
ELLs, including a lack of acknowledgment of heritage literacies (Enright, 2011; Little, 2017) and
opportunities to employ those heritage literacies (Gilliland, 2014; Pacheco & Miller, 2015; Song,
2016). Further, studies (Duff, 2008, 2010; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013; Enright, 2011; Gilliland,
2014, 2015) noted that ELLs benefit from opportunities to develop academic language skills
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through language socialization. These studies acknowledge some of the unique issues
confronting ELLs in K-12 and postsecondary classrooms.
College-Bound ELLs
Like many of their English-speaking peers, many ELLs desire a postsecondary education,
but unique challenges frequently become barriers to reaching that postsecondary educational
goal, such as lower socioeconomic backgrounds, placement in English as a Second Language
(ESL) classes, and access to college-preparatory courses. The latter two issues typically go
together, since many school enrollment counselors consider ESL courses and college preparatory
courses as separate pathways. This section focuses on these particular issues for college-bound
ELLs.
Lower socioeconomic status (SES) among ELLs is one predictor as to whether a student
will begin a postsecondary education program (Kanno, 2010; Kanno & Cromley, 2013; Pace et
al., 2017). ELLs from lower socioeconomic backgrounds tend to have less cultural capital,
including financial support than do their monolingual peers (Kanno & Cromley, 2013), and this
lack of cultural capital becomes one of the barriers to postsecondary education for ELLs. Lower
sociocultural status manifests into other barriers to postsecondary education, such as the
necessity to work long hours to help families, leaving less time to focus on schoolwork, as well
as higher absenteeism. Further, similar to other students who fall into low SES, ELLs from lower
incomes status have higher mobility rates and attend poorer schools with fewer resources
(Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017). This lack of resources can include access to college
preparatory courses such as Advanced Placement (AP) courses that high school students
typically take for college preparation and college credit.
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Another contributing factor in the lack of equity for ELLs wanting to attend
postsecondary institutions is placement in English as a Second Language (ESL) course. The
focus on ELLs’ English proficiency, as opposed to content knowledge and strengths, leads to
limiting ELL courses to ESL and mainstream classes. This creates what Przymus (2016) referred
to as the “ESL bubble” (p. 266), which among other barriers separates ELLs from college-bound
peers, college preparatory courses, and other college-related resources offered to college-bound
high school students, such as information about college entry exam waivers and scholarships.
Przymus (2016) further noted that separation from other college-bound students eliminates the
opportunity to foster positionality as an academically oriented student and prevents ELLs from
socializing with other college-bound students and benefitting from their influence (Kanno &
Varghese, 2010). In a qualitative study, Przymus (2016) examined the impact of interest-based
programs outside of school coursework on ELLs’ language acquisition and academic
achievement. Przymus’ (2016) findings illustrate the effects of social orientation with students
who share interests outside of school and how those shared interests can help foster agency in the
ELL and leverage self-identity from marginalized to “imagined and claimed new identities” (p.
256). One student in the study, Cristobal, arrived in the United States from Mexico lacking only
a few credits for a high school degree. Despite his “A” average transcript, he was placed in a
newcomer’s class for English Language Learners and enrolled in low-track courses. Undeterred,
he advocated for himself and asked to be placed in mainstream classes. He joined the drama club
where he explained that while he did not always understand what other students were saying, he
found acceptance and support, and escaped the “ESL bubble” Przymus, 2016, p. 266) and
formed lasting friendships with his new drama peers. Cristobal graduated with a 3.95 GPA and
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attended a U.S. college (Przymus, 2016). This study illustrates the influence ELL support
programs can have on student agency and language acquisition and speaks to the influence of
what Wenger (1998) called community of practice, where individuals learn together as they share
experiences. In this study, students such as Cristobal found opportunity through organizations
such as drama club to assert their identity beyond the label of English learners.
The “ESL bubble” (Przymus, 2016, p. 266) enables yet another separate but related issue,
and that is barriers to college-preparatory courses such as advanced placement (AP). In a
longitudinal ethnographic investigation, Kanno (2018) tracked the postsecondary choices of two
academically high-performing ELLs. Despite the academic success in high school of both
students, both ELLs chose to apply to two-year institutions rather than four-year schools. Kanno
(2018) argued that many ELLs, despite competitive grades in high school, defer to two-year
college options rather than more prestigious four-year institutions because they feel unprepared
or assume a two-year school is their only option. Two students tracked in this study, Alexandra
and Erica, both finished high school with “A” averages, but an examination of their coursework
showed low-track courses with a mix of electives and core classes (Kanno, 2018). Asked if she
thought she would have preferred to take AP courses, Erica did not know that it was an option.
She stated, “They normally give you the schedule, so I thought I was unable to take AP classes”
(Kanno, 2018, p. 20). While neither student contested their tracking, Erica lamented, “Now that I
know you could’ve asked, I feel bad about it” (Kanno, 2018, p. 20).
Complicit in stories such as Erica’s are state and district mandates that result in
systematic culturalism (Lee, 2006), racism (Baker-Bell, 2020), and linguicism (Rosa & Flora,
2017), such as the state of Arizona’s Proposition 203, which mandated an English-only policy in
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Arizona schools (Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017) and required ELLs to take a year-long
English immersion program. In the Arizona case, Latinx students were targeted, and other
literature (Backer-Bell, 2020; Smitherman & Villanueva, 2003) explicates the intersection of
race and linguistic practices and the power structures that hurt students of color who employ
linguistic practices other than standard English. Arizona Proposition 203 is one example of how
White, native English-speakers are leveraged in classroom settings while the cultures and
linguistic practices of ELLs, students of color, and other marginalized groups are negated. Rosa
and Flores (2017) argued that such leveraging of White, English dominant preference has been
co-naturalized. Thus, ELLs face further microaggressions targeting their racial, cultural, and
linguistic identities.
Of further importance to this study are the limitations and barriers created for the ELL,
including course trajectory that does not include college preparatory classes. ELLs become
identified by their English proficiency rather than subject interest and skill (Williams, 2014),
thus the focus of the school personnel, specifically, counselors, administration, teachers, remains
on improving English proficiency rather than ensuring content knowledge (Williams, 2014).
Seen only through the lens of English proficiency, ELLs are regulated to mainstream classes
without the consideration of other strengths they may possess.
Conversely, asset-based pedagogy considers the ELLs’ funds of knowledge (González et
al., 2005; Moll, 2002) that students possess through heritage literacies, heritage languages,
cultural knowledge, and lived experiences. An asset-based pedagogy, supported with culturally
responsive teaching (CRT) (Gay, 2000) can mitigate district and school practices that inform
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linguistic and cultural biases by recognizing the strengths inherent in heritage literacies,
languages, and lived experiences.
The literature in this section focused primarily on only three of many issues that face the
college-bound—or would-be college-bound—ELL: (a) socioeconomic factors (Kanno, 2010;
Kanno & Cromley, 2013; Pace et al., 2017), which include relegation to poorer schools with
fewer resources (Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017); (b) ESL and mainstream course
pathways; and (c) lack of access to college preparatory high school courses (Jiménez-Castellanos
& García, 2017; Kanno, 2018; Williams, 2014). These studies reveal the need for immediate
responses by school administration, counselors, and teachers to change tracking practices in their
schools, as well as the need to foster agency among ELLs, like Erica who found out only after
high school that she had a choice of taking AP classes (Kanno, 2018). In order for students like
Erica to recognize their power of choice, culturally responsive educators must advocate for ELL
voices to be heard. Further, it is essential to utilize asset-based pedagogies to recognize and
foster the strengths, resources, and funds of knowledge ELLs possess, rather than eliminating
these students from college pathways because of English proficiency.
English Language Arts
In 2019, the Education Commission of the United States reported that 45 out of 50 states
require students to earn three or more credits in English to meet requirements for graduation.
Further, many U.S. two- and four-year colleges and universities require specific scores on the
SAT or ACT standardized test for entrance, although some postsecondary institutions waived the
test requirement due to the closing of testing facilities during the COVID pandemic (Vigor &
Diaz, 2021). A significant portion of the SAT and ACT assesses content knowledge that students
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should have gained in English courses. Graduation requirements for ELLs include demonstrating
mastery of these courses (Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Shaul & Ganson, 2005), whether they took
sheltered ESL, mainstream, or advanced English classes. Additionally, there remains pressure
from high schools and postsecondary institutions for college-bound students to enroll in
advanced English courses. As discussed in previous sections, pathways to such courses for ELLs
usually have barriers, such as English proficiency and ESL or mainstream tracking by teachers
and counselors (Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017; Kanno, 2018; Williams, 2014). The
literature in this section includes studies of advanced English courses and the opportunities to
mitigate some of the barriers for ELLs.
Advanced English Courses
Many high schools offer higher rigor courses in all core discipline areas, including math,
various science courses, history, and English. For the purposes of this study, the term advanced
represents those courses that offer high school students higher rigor and preparation for college
admission (Solórzano & Ornelas, 2002). Teachers and high school counselors typically
encourage college-bound students to take advanced coursework, ameliorate transcripts, and
appeal to college admission counselors, but more importantly, prepare them for the level of work
required in colleges and universities. College-bound ELLs, as discussed in previous sections,
possess varying levels of English proficiency (Duff, 2010; Enright, 2011; Enright & Gilliland,
2011) and may struggle with the content and texts of an advanced English class.
However, advanced English teachers possess unique opportunities to support collegebound ELLs. An example of pedagogy that could benefit ELLS in an advanced English class is
intertextuality, the idea that all texts, to some degree, share similar rhetorical and literary
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elements (Porter, 1986). In a phenomenological study, Gillenwater (2014) examined a teacher’s
use of visual literacy, specifically graphic novels, in a 12th-grade AP literature class to support
visual literacy skills. Combining visual literacy and students’ prior knowledge of texts, the
teacher engaged students in “think-alouds” (p. 256) then asked students to make inferences about
meaning based on class discussion and analysis of the images in the graphic novels. The teacher
offered the graphic novels not only to improve students’ visual literacy but to employ
intertextuality. While Gillenwater’s (2014) study did not include ELLs, the practices examined in
it can support ELLs in the advanced English classroom. The ELL can employ visual literacy to
advance analytical skills, and through intertextuality, examine common elements between new
texts and texts in their heritage literacies and languages.
For many ELLs, writing presents a great struggle, particularly in advanced English
courses where college-level writing is taught. As noted earlier, many ELLs enter advanced
English classrooms with varying levels of English proficiency (García et al., 2011; JiménezCastellanos & García, 2017). Although ELLs take advanced English courses for many of the
same reasons their English-speaking peers do, such as college preparation, ELLs are approaching
advanced writing in a language, English, that is their second, or even third or fourth language.
Therefore, one of the issues for advanced English teachers to consider is the role of writing
instruction and approach. One alternative approach is digital storytelling, which Angay-Crowder
et al. (2013) employed to implement multiliteracies pedagogies in a class with ELLs. ELLS
successfully used texts, visuals, and audio to share their stories during a summer literacy
program.
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Culturally Responsive Instruction in English Classrooms
As discussed in early sections of this literature review, the English teacher possesses
unique opportunities to support ELLs through key features of English courses, such as discussion
of texts in multimodal forms, composition that allows for student voice, and opportunities for
student choice. Key to this study is the positioning of culturally responsive teaching (Gay, 2000)
in advanced English classrooms in the support of college-bound ELLs. Gay (2000) posited that
not all instructional approaches are appropriate for diverse and marginalized groups. Therefore,
teachers who have employed the same strategies for years that perhaps have resulted in positive
results for some monolingual students need to offer culturally responsive approaches to meet the
needs of the ELL in the advanced English classroom. This section of the literature review
examines some of the studies related to culturally responsive teaching and ELLs.
In a mixed methods study, Siwatu (2007) examined perseverance and self-efficacy
among preservice teachers in classrooms with ELLs. In the beginning of the study, Siwatu
(2007) maintained that preservice teacher candidates are “efficacious in their ability to execute
the practices of culturally responsive teaching and believe in the positive outcomes associated
with this pedagogical approach” (p. 1087). Further, Siwatu (2007) suggested that preservice
teachers who present the characteristics of efficacy in delivering CRT pedagogy may predict the
likelihood of conducting a CRT classroom once certified. In Siwatu’s (2007) study, preservice
teachers received packets of questionnaires including an “academic and demographic
background questionnaire, [a] “culturally responsive teaching self-efficacy scale questionnaire,
[and a] “culturally responsive teaching outcome expectancy scale” (p. 1091). The latter two
scales were developed based on Bandura’s (1977) constructs on self-efficacy and outcome
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expectations. Siwatu’s (2007) findings indicated that preservice teachers feel more efficacious in
their abilities to create a positive classroom environment than they do communicating effectively
with ELLs. This is particularly interesting for this study as it suggests that while preservice
teachers feel positively about developing a welcoming learning environment, they feel less
confident in doing so for ELLs. Only 85.32 of these preservice teachers believed that developing
an understanding of a student’s cultural background might reduce misunderstandings between
the teacher and the student (Siwatu, 2007). While 93.49% recognized the importance of building
positive relationships with students, only 74.62% believed that allowing ELLs to employ their
heritage languages to maintain their cultural identity was important (Siwatu, 2007). While these
findings may not be endemic to preservice teachers, they do suggest a discrepancy between what
these new teachers understood between the idea of culturally responsive teaching and possible
outcomes with students whose first language is not English. When asked whether she would
consider greeting an ELL in her heritage language, one preservice teacher participant responded,
“No” because she said, “I would butcher it . . . I honestly would not want to embarrass myself
like that” (Siwatu, 3007, p. 1095). Clearly there remain teachers, both preservice and
experienced, who fall into the extremes of not caring about culturally responsive teaching and
those who err on the side of doing nothing for fear of being wrong. In between, are most teachers
who, Gay (2000) asserted, must recognize that teaching through cultural lenses helps make
content more meaningful and assessable to ELLs.
To assist teachers in understanding their roles in CRT, Shoffner and De Oliveira (2017)
identified seven key characteristics of culturally and linguistically responsive teaching:
“[possess] sociolinguistic consciousness; value linguistic diversity; advocate for ELLs, learn
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ELLs’ proficiencies, backgrounds, and experiences; identify language demands; apply principles
of second language standards; scaffold” (p. 45). As an example of their approach, Shoffner and
De Oliveira (2017) offered an exemplar of teaching text in an English classroom using the text,
Enrique’s Journey, for its use of themes that connect to “sociocultural and sociopolitical relevant
to many ELLs: racially and ethnically influenced experiences, social class divisions, identity
development, undocumented immigration, personal loss, and family relationships” (p. 46). While
Shoffner and De Oliveira (2017) noted that teachers should never make assumptions based on
heritage literacies and languages about students’ backgrounds, culturally responsive teaching
requires educators to look beyond traditional textual themes and focus on themes that remain
relevant to the diversity that many classrooms reflect. Lewis et al. (2007) explained, “A cultural
studies perspective assumes neither that people who are marginalized are automatically duped or
powerless, nor that power flows only in hierarchical and linear directions from macrostructures
to micropractices” (p. 23). In the text exemplar offered by Shoffner and De Olivera (2007), the
Latino protagonist faced barriers endemic of systematic racism and culturalism but also received
opportunities to exemplify agency and power.
This section presented existing literature of ELLs in English classrooms in five distinct
categories: ELLs in English classes, honoring heritage literacies and languages, college-bound
ELLs, advanced English courses, and culturally responsive teaching in English classes with
ELLs. Through my exploration of this literature, the gaps in scholarship about ELLs in advanced
English classrooms became apparent. In addition, I did not find any studies that explored the
lived experiences of ELLs in these advanced English settings and how their heritage languages
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and literacy practices informed those experiences. This warrants an investigation of this
phenomenon.
Summary
In this chapter, I examined literature in five distinct categories: English Language
Learners in English classrooms; Honoring ELLs’ Heritage Literacies and Languages; CollegeBound ELLs; Advanced English courses; and Culturally Responsive Teaching in English
Classrooms with ELLs. The literature focused on the unique challenges ELLs experience in
general and advanced classrooms, the need for honoring ELLs’ heritage literacies and languages,
the challenges for ELLs in advanced English classes, and the support that teachers can offer
ELLs through culturally responsive teaching, particularly in advanced English classes. While the
literature in this sections identifies many of the challenges for and needs of ELLs in English
classrooms, I note that what is missing is literature about college-bound ELLs in advanced
secondary English classes and the effect of using their heritage languages and literacies in those
settings.
Chapter 3 delineates the methodology using narrative inquiry to gather the stories of
participants, all adult professionals who experienced this phenomenon and reflected on their time
as ELLs in advanced English settings. In Chapter 4, I share their stories, gleaned from one-onone interviews and a focus group. Chapter 5 offers findings and recommendations on how these
narratives can inform further studies.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
College-bound ELLs, like their native-English speaking peers, enroll in advanced
courses, including advanced English courses, as part of a college preparatory pathway. Many
teachers treat ELLs as other advanced students due to assumptions that all students enrolled in
these advanced courses possess equal linguistic proficiency (de Jong & Harper, 2005; Harper &
deJong, 2004). However, ELLs arrive in advanced English classrooms with different levels of
English language proficiency (García et al., 2011; Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017).
The purpose of this narrative inquiry was to examine the experiences, stories, and literacy
artifacts of college-bound English Language Learners (ELLs) in advanced English classes to
understand how the use of heritage literacies and languages help ELLs meet course expectations
and inform their attitudes toward English courses. This work is essential given that the
assumption is frequently made that ELLs do not need any further support once they have
matriculated from English as a Second Language (ESL) classes to mainstream classes (Bunch,
2013; Enright, 2011; Gilliland, 2014, 2015). Furthermore, ELLs often experience a disregard of
their heritage literacies and languages (Enright, 2011; Little, 2017; Song, 2016). Additionally,
high school counselors and teachers often do not consider ELLs for a college track because of
their frequent placement on ESL pathways (Kanno, 2018; Przymus, 2016). This study sought to
demonstrate and address the gap in literature on how employing ELLs’ heritage literacies and
languages might inform college-bound ELL success in advanced English classes and change
attitudes regarding future English courses.
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To understand how heritage literacies inform ELLs in advanced English courses and the
experiences of these students in these contexts, the following research questions guided the
study:
1. What do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course reveal about their uses of heritage languages and literacies?
2. How do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course inform culturally responsive instruction?
Research Design and Rationales
This section describes the research design I utilized to understand how heritage literacies
inform ELLs in advanced English courses and the experiences of these students in these
contexts. The section begins with an explanation of the epistemology that provided the lens,
followed by the framework and its connection to power, identity, and agency. Next is the
rationale for choosing a qualitative narrative inquiry design. Also included are descriptions of
this design that include its origins and uses.
Epistemology
I approached this study informed by a critical epistemology (Freire, 1968; Giroux, 2020),
believing that policies and systems beyond the control of ELLs in advanced courses create much
of what they struggle against. At the core of critical epistemology is the examination of power.
Freire (1968) noted that democratic education can only exist among equals and that the teacher
and the student must meet as equals in the classroom. The traditional teacher-centered view of
instruction negates the voice of the student. For ELLs, their voice as a student is not only
negated, but their heritage identity is also occluded, furthering the distance that many ELLs feel
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between themselves and their native English-speaking peers in the classroom (Przymus, 2016).
Like Freire, Giroux (2020) asserted that education is about producing agency. Teachers possess
the opportunity to create moments of agency, identity, and power (Lewis et al., 2007) and offer
pedagogy that remains empowering.
The central tenets of critical epistemology can be traced back to the writings of Karl
Marx (1888) and his examination of power and inequality. Freire’s (1968) seminal work,
Pedagogy of the Oppressed, reflects Marx’s views of the imbalances of power in social spheres.
Freire’s experiences of teaching poor students in his native Brazil largely informed his
pedagogical stance. Freire (1968) posited that oppression itself creates a positionality among the
oppressed, causing them to fear freedom and essentially accept their role assigned by society.
The role of the teacher should be action-oriented, in which the educator creates spaces for the
student to maintain equal footing in educational settings (Freire, 1968).
Giroux (2020), a Freirean scholar, framed Freire’s pedagogical model in current
educational spaces. Giroux (2020) included education in a list of public spheres where
oppression takes place and where many students are “defined” (p. 244) by “their deficits” (p.
244), including deficits in their “cultural capital” (p. 244). ELLs experience microaggressions
daily in educational spaces frequently because of deficit informed choices made for them by
teachers and counselors (Gándara & Contreras, 2009; Kanno & Kangus, 2014; Kanno &
Varghese, 2010). I selected a critical lens for my epistemology because it is action-oriented and
because I hope to inform other studies and pedagogical practices that will remove some of the
gates that stand between ELLs and success in advanced English classes and further educational
experiences.
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Theoretical Framework Approach
To further the goals of this study, I utilized a framework consisting of multiliteracies
pedagogies, critical sociocultural theory, and asset-based pedagogies underpinned by culturally
responsive teaching (CRT). The New London Group (NLG, 1996) identified multiliteracies to
acknowledge that literacy pedagogy includes “the context of our culturally and linguistically
diverse and increasingly globalized societies” (p. 61). Acknowledgment of these multiliteracies
among ELLs opens opportunities for what Lewis et al. (2007) asserted is relative to CRT: power,
agency, and identity. Finally, asset-based and culturally responsive pedagogies (CRP) require
educators to recognize the funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992) that ELLs bring into the
classroom. These funds of knowledge (FOK) can include students’ heritage literacies and
languages that inform much of their literacy knowledge. Gay (2000) spoke of the opportunity to
“create a ‘story’ of power pedagogy in the form of culturally responsive teaching” (p. 3). I
selected this theoretical framework as each piece speaks to seeking opportunities for power,
identity, and agency among the marginalized and disenfranchised. Table 2 illustrates how each
piece of my theoretical framework connects to these three components.
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Table 2
The Connections of Power, Identity, and Agency to Each Piece of the Theoretical Framework
Aspect

Power

Critical
Sociocultural
Theory
Each member of a
discourse
community (Gee,
2001) has equal
access “or control
of tools,
resources” (Lewis
et al., 2007).

Multiliteracies
Pedagogy
Power is tied to
the social;
how the use of
metalanguage
developed
between teacher
and student can
empower the
student by giving
access to different
discourse (NLG,
1996).

Identity

Identity is fluid,
changing with
knowledge
acquired.

“layers of an
individual’s
identity” (NLG,
1996, p. 88).

Agency

“making of
remaking of
selves” within
relationships of
“power” (Lewis et
al., 2007, p. 18).

ties agency to
meaning making
and how
“designing
restores human
agency” (NLG,
1996, p. 88).
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Asset-Based
Pedagogies
Try to eliminate
deficit approaches
to marginalized
groups;
offer students
opportunities to
access talents and
abilities. (Moll et
al., 1992).

N/A

Agency is
informed by
recognizing
talents and
abilities and
giving
opportunities to
employ them
(Moll et al., 1992).

Culturally
Responsive Teaching
(CRT)
N/A

Holistic approach to
each student
recognizing “moral,
social, cultural,
personal, and political
developments” (Gay,
2000, p. 15). A tenet
of CRT (Gay, 2000)
is engaging students
“perpetually in the
process of selfknowing” (p. 214).
A tenet of CRT (Gay,
2000) is developing
“competence,
confidence, and
efficacy” in
academic,
psychological,
emotional, social,
moral, political, and
cultural skills” (p.
213).

Narrative Inquiry
A critical epistemology offered the social justice foundation to this qualitative narrative
inquiry within action research. Clandinin (2013) noted that narrative study offers “a way of
understanding experience. It is collaboration between research and participant” (p. 17). This
collaborative stance was essential for me as the researcher, since I sought to frame the study in a
social justice context that aimed to recognize the agency, power, and identity opportunities for
ELLs in advanced English classrooms. I chose a narrative inquiry because humans tell stories to
make sense of the world around them (Riessman, 1993). Narrative inquiry offered entrance into
the lived experiences my participants (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), and through the critical
framework of this study, it offered agency and voice to the participants. Further, narrative
inquiry offered the frame through which I could listen to the stories of my participants and with
them, analyze their artifacts.
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) cited Dewey (1938) as the preeminent influence in their
development of narrative inquiry, positing that Dewey’s work on the “nature of experience” (p.
2) transformed the term experience into a tool for inquiry. Using Dewey’s (1938) writings,
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) developed an approach in qualitative research that focused on not
only individual experiences, but also the contexts through which participants lived those
experiences. These contexts include educators, classmates, learning spaces, and the communities
from which they come. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) also derived inspiration from other fields,
including anthropology, psychology, psychotherapy, and organizational theory, recognizing the
many sides to human nature and ways to understand it. When examining the lived experience of
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a student in context of her education, the research should also recognize the different approaches
to understanding the holistic individual.
An aspect of Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) approach to narrative inquiry is their
“three-dimensional narrative inquiry space” (p. 54). This three-dimensional approach recognizes
the non-linear reality of stories and reflections, that they are oriented in the past, present, and
future. Table 3 provides an example of this three-dimensional approach with quotes from one
participant, Mariana.
Table 3
Example of Three-Dimensional Approach to Narrative Inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000)
Backward

Present

Forward

“I was completely, I don’t know,
maybe naïve and I thought that
they were going to teach me how
to speak English”

“I really give a lot of credit to my
mom because she pushed me to
always do my best and to never
give up.”

”I will set positive expectations
and treat students with respect.”

Mariana remembers a
disorienting moment when she
understood that the ESOL
teacher was not there to teach her
English.

Mariana is at once reflecting on
her mother’s support and
internalizing the significance to
her present.

This quote is from one of
Mariana’s artifacts, a teaching
philosophy she wrote in one of
her graduate classes.

I also drew on the work of Riessman (1993, 2008) for narrative inquiry. Riessman (1993)
suggested an inquiry-specific criterion for reflexivity informed by four factors: persuasiveness,
correspondence, coherence, and relevance. This criterion is significant because, as Riessman
(2008) noted, unlike quantitative studies, the narrative inquiry relies on the stories and
experiences of others. This reliance on the memory and credibility of those memories and the
stories around them require a specific approach to trustworthiness.
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Table 4
Participant’s Reflection on Writing and Lack of Teacher Feedback
Participant Pseudonym
Frank

Reflection
“We got less feedback than I would anticipate getting as a high school
student on any essay. For the most part, a lot of students in my class were
also capable of stepping up to that standard, so it made it acceptable to just
continue with that structure of just really grading based off the ideas that
were expressed and how well the thesis was defended.”

While this quote is specific to Frank’s experience in his high school advanced English class, it
also points to assumptions on the part of the teacher. Frank’s quote suggests that the teacher
continued the practice of little or no writing feedback because many students were “capable of
stepping up.” In this study, narrative inquiry offered the opportunity to examine the stories of
three adult ELLs and their reflections on their lived experiences in advanced secondary English
classrooms and glean their uniqueness and perhaps similarities.
Researcher Role and Researcher Bias
This section on researcher role and bias begins with a positionality statement. I
acknowledge my position as a White, middle-aged, monolingual woman. I recognize that such
positionality afforded me access to educational spaces in ways different from those used by my
participants to gain access. I received elementary, middle school, and secondary education in the
late 1960s and the 1970s in a small, rural community where my cultural, ethnic, and linguistic
identity reflected the majority of students in my school and the adults in our community. My
parents were both college-educated, and while we were far from wealthy, their education and
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position in our community offered my siblings and me a middle-class lifestyle and access to
resources that supported my college pathway. It was important for me to acknowledge my
privilege as I examined the experiences of my three participants and strove to tell their stories
authentically and meaningfully.
My own experiences as an advanced English teacher serving multiple college-bound
ELLs in advanced English language courses such as AP Language and Composition inspired the
focus of this study. Teaching in a culturally and linguistically diverse high school made me
aware of my ignorance about the challenges faced by ELLs. I also came to realize how ill
prepared I was to teach students whose first language was not English and offer them the college
writing preparation they looked to me to give them. My position was not unique; most general
education and advanced core subject teachers do not receive ESOL training (Bunch, 2013;
Gilliland, 2015; Samson & Collins, 2012). I developed an admiration and keen interest in how
my ELLs navigated their challenges and frequently felt discouraged and frustrated by my lack of
pedagogical knowledge to support them.
Given my teaching experience and relationship with my students, I decided not to include
my students in the range of possible participants. Approaching my study through a critical
epistemology, I wanted to avoid any power imbalances due to feelings students may have toward
me or about me. Clandinin (2009) cautioned about power shifts in the interview process, and I
wanted my participants to reflect on their experiences as ELLs in advanced secondary English
classrooms, including experiences with their teacher(s) without reservation. Therefore, I
identified teachers, counselors, and administrators within my school whom I knew taught or
supported students whose first language was not English, identified college as a goal, and
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attended at least one advanced English course while in high school. To further separate my
position as researcher from colleague and teacher, I asked these teachers and supporters,
gatekeepers, to extend to potential participants a letter of invitation and instruct interested
students or former students to contact me through my university email only.
Peshkin (1988) asserted the necessity to focus on personal and professional bias, and to
this end, I framed my approach to reflexivity in the four R’s: Respect, relevance, reciprocity, and
responsibility (Liebenberg, 2018) Similar to how I center my instructional and pedagogical
approach in culturally responsive teaching (CRT) with an aim to foster mutual respect between
the teacher and the student (Gay, 2000), I sought to establish a relationship between myself, as
the researcher, and the participants to negate any view of me as a figure of power and authority
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).
Currently, ELLs comprise 10% of school-aged children and adolescents in U.S. public
schools (Pew Research Center, 2018). Arguably, previous studies on the challenges that face
ELLs in the U.S. education system established this study’s relevance, but few have centered on
the voices and agency of college-bound ELLs in advanced English Language Arts classrooms
and fewer—if any—have gathered the experiences and reflections of adult ELLs in professional
positions. With the aim of centering on the experiences of the participants and avoiding any
comparisons to earlier studies, I read each transcript with an eye simply on the stories and
experiences the participants wanted to share, bracketing my own classroom experiences as a
teacher of ELLs in advanced English courses. I used in vivo coding to “keep the data rooted in
the participant’s own language” (Saldaña, 2015, p. 8) in level-one initial coding.
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The reciprocity that may exist between researcher and participant is dynamic, and it
builds a give-and-take transaction of experience and narrative; the participants’ stories and the
researcher’s observations become a shared event (Clandinin, 2006). To support this dynamic and
ensure the participants of their individual roles, I developed a semi-structured interview process
with open-ended questions to offer participants the opportunities to give meaning and context to
the challenges and experiences of the demographic they represented in this study. Participants
received unlimited time to respond to questions in each interview. I offered each participant the
opportunity for two to three interviews to give time for reflection and preparation, and I created a
Google Classroom site for participants to submit and review the artifacts they selected to share.
Further, I established a question-and-response platform on the Google Classroom site to allow
participants the opportunity to offer additional comments on the artifacts co-analyzed by them
and me.
Both researcher and participants bear the responsibility for the authenticity of the study’s
outcomes. To foster a relationship with the participants in which all share equal responsibility in
the authenticity of the participants’ narratives and analysis of artifacts, I met the participants
informally through Zoom, unrecorded, to discuss the format of the study and their responsibility.
Participants received the opportunity to ask clarifying questions before submitting their signed
consent forms. It was important that my analysis remain transparent and faithful to the
participants’ narratives.
Research Participants
Originally, my aim was to find five to eight participants for the study who had recently
graduated from high school, with a focus towards how heritage literacies of these graduates,
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possibly new college students, affected their success in an advanced English class, and possibly
how these experiences had informed their attitudes toward college-level English courses.
However, finding participants proved more challenging than I had anticipated, and, as mentioned
earlier, I chose to eliminate any of my former students from the sampling process to avoid
implicit or explicit biases. Therefore, following approval from the Internal Review Board of
Mercer University (see Appendix A), I employed purposeful criterion sampling to identify
participants who met the following three criteria for my narrative case inquiry:
•

possessed a heritage language is not English

•

currently taking or had previously taken advanced English courses;

•

expressed college as a personal goal.

The school gatekeepers I solicited to help identify potential participants no longer
possessed working emails or contacts for the students they considered viable. When I did find
participants, all three were several years older than my imagined age group. However, the
unexpected change in age demographic proved rewarding for the study, since the participants
provided rich and in-depth reflections that included narratives from postsecondary and graduate
level coursework.
Data Collection
Data collection involved conducting semi-structured interviews and an interview protocol
(Creswell & Poth, 2018) guided by open-ended questions (Riessman, 1993) to glean stories that
reflect the participants’ lived experiences (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Over the course of
several weeks, I conducted two to three interviews with each participant, using the virtual video
conferencing platform of Zoom, which allowed me to record each interview. Following
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transcription of the interviews by a transcription service, I employed multi-level coding, which I
describe in detail later in this chapter.
Initial Interview
Several open-ended introductory questions guided the initial interview with each
participant:
1. Tell me something about your family. How would you describe them?
2. What traditions or repeating events would you say help define you/your family? Can
you describe an event?
3. What are your family’s beliefs about education?
4. Do you speak English at home? If so, is it all the time or at certain times?
a. How does your family use language?
b. How do they incorporate English if it is a second language?
5. Have you always been in U.S. schools?
a. If not, where else have you been in school?
b. How did those experiences compare with your experiences in U.S. classrooms?
6. Can you describe experiences in an advanced English Language Arts class?
a. What did you enjoy and how did you deal with challenges?
b. Describe an incident that best describes your experience?
When appropriate, I followed up participants’ responses to introductory questions with probing
questions (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015), such as, “Can you give me an example of that?” to elicit
more detail or clarify my understanding.
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Discussions Based on Document/Artifact Analysis
Second interviews focused on artifacts that the participants chose to share with me.
Through the lens of multiliteracies pedagogies, I asked participants to draw from both school
assignments and personal compositions that could be multi-model, including but not limited to
journals, diaries, poems, videos, and visual art. As co-analyzers, my participants became part of
the narrative inquiry (Clandinin, 2006). Because the participants each graduated from high
school several years prior to this study, not all were able to retrieve material from high school. In
this one case, the participant shared material from college. However, this participant was able to
draw on many memories and events from her experiences in advanced secondary English
classes. The following questions in the second interviews focused on the shared
documents/artifacts:
1. When you compose something personal, an entry in your journal, a poem, a comment
on social media, what language do you prefer? Why?
2. Would you explain why you chose this particular literacy artifact?
3. (If a school assignment) Explain what you learned from this assignment. Why?
4. Given the opportunity to do so, how would you have approached this assignment
through your first language?
5. Given the opportunity to do so, how would you have approached this assignment
through a different literacy mode? For example, video rather than as essay, or
artwork, poetry?
As with the first interview, I frequently followed up the second interview questions with probing
questions for detail and clarification.
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Field Notes
During data collection, I wrote field notes in a dedicated notebook. My field notes helped
me identify moments in the interview that were of particular interest, sometimes moments when
the participant grew quiet or particularly animated. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) noted that “all
field texts are constructed representations of experience” (106). Further, I wrote myself notes to
ask probing or follow-up questions so as not to interrupt the flow of the participants’ discussion.
Figure 3 gives an example of these field notes.
Figure 3
An Example of My Field Notes
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Through Google Classroom, I established a method for member checking, as suggested
by Glesne (2015), Stake (1995) and Koro-Ljung and Hayes (2014). Each participant received
access to the shared artifacts, and I created a discussion post to allow participants to comment on
the authenticity and relevance of initial findings. These member checks also allowed participants
to “return to the topics discussed during individual interviews” (Koro-Ljung & Hayes, 2014, p.
394) and share their analysis of artifacts. Figure 4 offers a screenshot of the Google Classroom
dedicated to participants’ member checks.
Figure 4
Screenshot of Google Classroom Dedicated to Participants’ Member Checking

Focus Group
Finally, all participants participated in a focus group, conducted and recorded through
Zoom. I encouraged participants to make notes during the focus group and ask questions of their
own, and I included the notes and questions in my field notes since, as Clandinin and Connelly
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(2000) explained, field notes are not limited to the researcher but can be written by participants
as well. The inclusion of participant field notes reflect critical sociocultural theory (Lewis et al.,
2007) as participants are given agency and power in the research process. Questions posed
during the focus group centered on experiences, possibly shared, in advanced secondary English
settings. Focus groups frequently elicit details not offered in individual interviews (Brinkmann &
Kvale, 2015), and participants draw on shared or similar experiences.
Data Analysis
After gathering data from semi-structured interviews, participant-selected artifacts, and a
participant focus group, I immersed myself in the data by reading, rereading, and rereading
(Bazeley, 2013; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). My theoretical framework was embedded in
theories and pedagogies that place cultural and linguistic heritage at the forefront of recognizing
the pedagogical and instructional needs of individuals. Given this foundation, I approached the
threshold of my analysis—coding—with the voices and stories of three individuals in mind.
Level-One Coding
For level-one coding, I employed holistic coding, which means to look at the body of
data as a whole (Saldaña, 2016), to grasp who my participants are, and understand their
background. Holistic coding was particularly effective in processing the participants’ responses
to the introductory questions (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015) about family, culture, and language to
gain the big picture of each participant’s context. Additionally, I used in vivo coding in the first
level of coding to recognize any metaphors, allusions, or specific language used by the
participants to elicit meaning and importance in a given response. While both holistic and in vivo
are common choices for initial coding in qualitative research, I employed both. Saldaña (2016)
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warned that holistic coding, while offering a broader glimpse into an experience, can lead to
“superficial analysis” (p. 20); conversely, in vivo coding can create an overwhelming number of
categories but offers “a more nuanced analysis from the start” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 24). Table 5
illustrates my approach to level-one coding employing both types. The first column contains a
long quote in which Mariana described her desires from the time she was a young girl in Mexico.
The singular holistic code offers what Saldaña (2016) referred to as “a broad-brush stroke
representation” (p. 23). While this holistic view offered a possible category “desire for a different
life,” there were nuances within the quote that I did not want to miss. The holistic code captured
how Mariana positioned herself in context with her friends and the young men in her community,
and this offered important insight to how she felt about her eventual decision to move the United
States, live with her father, and ultimately graduate from a U.S. high school.
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Table 5
Example of Level-One Quoting Employing Both Holistic and In Vivo Coding
Participant
Mariana

Holistic
In a little town, the guys
Desire for a
are like cowboys, and they different life
always talked about
they’re cowboys and
having their ranch. I didn’t
want that for myself. Even
if I had stayed in Mexico, I
[did] not want to marry
somebody from a small
town. I just wanted to get
out of there. Coming here
and leaving all that behind
and knowing that I had a
lot more opportunities to
do things that I always
wanted to do since I was
little and that I didn’t have
to stay back and do things
that everyone else wanted
to do, made a huge
difference for how well I
adapted to [U.S.] culture.

In Vivo
In a little town, the
guys are like
cowboys, and they
always talked about
they’re cowboys and
having their ranch. I
didn’t want that for
myself. Even if I had
stayed in Mexico, I
[did] not want to
marry somebody
from a small town. I
just wanted to get out
of there. Coming
here and leaving all
that behind and
knowing that I had a
lot more
opportunities to do
things that I always
wanted to do since I
was little and that I
didn’t have to stay
back and do things
that everyone else
wanted to do, made a
huge difference for
how well I adapted
to [U.S.] culture.

1. Community
2. Culture
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hopes, ambitions
Country, culture
Hopes
Dissatisfaction

7. New chapter
8. Hopes, ambitions

9. Choices

10. Second culture

I approached my initial coding through a holistic approach then retraced these codes and
completed a round of in vivo coding. The in vivo codes offered nuances that I did not glean from
the holistic coding. Within the “desire for a different life” were images of her community and
culture in Mexico; young men who saw themselves as “cowboys,” and Mariana’s dissatisfaction
with the local status quo: “I just wanted to get out of there.” This last in vivo code does not
represent by itself Mariana’s narrative or even a significant category in her story, but it does
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offer a glimpse into her motivations, her aspirations, and the life she did not want; thus, early in
my coding it represented a direction sign for where her narrative may go.
Level-Two Coding
After my level-one coding, I employed pattern coding to look for patterns and possible
categories. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) asserted that narrowing the experiences of
participants into themes can be reductive, while categories are “overarching” (p. 143). Pattern
coding in level-two coding allowed me to “similarly coded passages” (Saldaña, 2015, p. 34).
Gathering my data from each individual interview, I looked for patterns or common experiences
that could then be recoded (Saldaña, 2015) into what would become the categories around which
I wrote each participant’s narrative. Figure 5 gives an example my pattern coding.
Figure 5
Example of Pattern Coding
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In this process, I went through each holistic and in vivo code and looked for patterns. Patterns
surfaced from answers to research questions and from individual experiences as well. Saldaña
(2015) stated that in pattern coding, analytic memos “become key pieces to review” (p. 252) for
potential “synthesis ideas” (p. 252). From the synthesis of memoing and pattern coding, distinct
similarities of experiences became prevalent. Figures 6, 7, and 8 provide examples of how these
categories surfaced through pattern coding.
Figure 6
Example of Pattern Coding with Analytic Memo for Participant Frank
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Figure 7
Example of Pattern Coding with Analytic Memo for Participant Asha

Figure 8
Example of Pattern Coding with Analytic Memo for Participant Mariana
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As an example, all three participants answered the same interview question regarding family
values about education:
3. What are your family’s beliefs about education?
In response to this question, the responses gleaned shared the common elements embedded in the
question. In other words, each participant gave a response that included “values,” “education,”
and “family.” I examined patterns within these common elements such as “parents,” “dad,”
“mom.” The research question was broad enough to include other family members, however,
parents were the common family members in all three responses.
Level-Three Coding
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) discussed a three-dimensional narrative inquiry approach
to analysis that attends to the non-linear reality of storytelling. The storyteller is inward looking,
backward looking, and outward looking (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000), thus, drawing on
memories of past events that inform current understandings and moving from present to past. To
honor these stories, I aimed to ensure my analysis conveyed the intent behind them.
For third-level coding, I used cross-case analysis and narrative coding. In cross-case
analysis, I developed matrices using brief summaries (Bazeley, 2013) to compare the cases for
similarities and differences. Riessman (2008) observed that narrative analysis relies on methods
not typical in other methodologies, for they center on non-linear storytelling (Clandinin &
Connelly, 2000). Because the stories of the participants were at the center of this study, I
employed narrative coding to highlight the nuances that storytelling offers, such as motifs and
narrative occurrences like flashbacks (Saldaña, 2016). I included these narrative codes in the
cross-case analysis matrix. Figure 9 shows one matrix for first round interviews.
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Figure 9
Matrix of Cross-Case Analysis of Narrative Codes

Narrative inquiry relies on the stories of the lived experiences of the participants. In this
study, three adult ELLs reflected on their high school experiences as ELLs in advanced English
classrooms. They related their stories through interviews and adhered to the structure of many
narratives, weaving in and out of flashback and present, and occasionally looking toward the
future, just as Clandinin and Connelly (2000) described in their three-dimensional approach to
narrative inquiry. Although the stories of these three individuals were unique in their details, they
shared common experiences. Riessman (2008) asserted that because of its fluid nature, narrative
analysis requires diverse methods. Narrative coding, with its emphasis on “literary elements and
analysis” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 154) offered a richer approach through which I could tell the stories
of my participants.
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Trustworthiness
I used criteria informed by four factors: persuasiveness, correspondence, coherence, and
relevance (Riessman, 1993). For the study to be persuasive, the researcher must prove the
plausibility of such a study (Riessman, 1993). I asserted the reasonability of this study as it did
not require any extreme measures by either researcher or participants. Through the criterion of
correspondence, I maintained the reliability and relatability of the study through adherence to
protocol (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), as explained in the data collection section of this chapter. In
seeking to adhere to the criterion of coherence, Riessman (1993) maintained that the researcher
should also attend to the broader and global outcomes of the study to ensure relevance; in this
case, this referred to ELLs outside the parameters of the study. My aim was to show that, beyond
the significance for the ELLs in this study, a large population of such students could benefit from
the outcomes. Currently, studies agree that ELLs represent 10% of students in U.S. public
schools (National Education Association [NEA], 2019; Pew Research Center, 2018). The
relevance to a growing population of U.S. public-school students could be significant. Finally,
the last criterion, relevance, is forward moving in orientation (Riessman, 1993) to inform other
studies and generate more attention to the needs of the college-bound ELLs in advanced English
classes. As with the criterion of coherence, this study highlights gaps in the literature on ELLs.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to better understand how the heritage languages and
literacies of college-bound ELLs enrolled in advanced English classes inform ELLs’ success in
these classes and attitudes toward future English courses. ELLs, like their native Englishspeaking classmates, enroll in advanced English courses to receive a higher level of academic
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rigor and to improve their writing skills to meet the challenges of college courses. ELLs face
particular challenges in advanced English classrooms, including a disregard of their heritage
literacies, a lack of opportunities to employ those heritage literacies, as well as a lack of
opportunities to develop academic language skills through language interaction. Further, ELLs
are frequently tracked to low-rigor pathways that deny them the opportunities their collegebound peers receive, such as placement in college-preparatory pathways. Through this study, I
aimed to reveal and understand the experiences of college-bound ELLs in advanced English
classrooms through their narratives and experiences, and hopefully, inspire future studies on
college-bound ELLs in other disciplines and change polices on ELL tracking. I share the stories
of three adult ELLs in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Stories are central in our lives and how we make sense of the world around us and our
own experiences in it (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Narrative inquiry presented a platform from
which I could center the stories of three English Language Learners to better understand specific
challenges met by college-bound students whose first language is not English because narrative
inquiry places focus on the lived experiences and stories of participants (Clandinin & Connelly,
2000; Riessman, 1993) Education serves a wide breadth of individuals, not a monolith, and
through this study, I wanted to examine the needs of college-bound ELLs in advanced secondary
English classes. As a teacher of advanced secondary English courses who teaches a significant
number of English Language Learners (ELLs), I wanted to look at the individual experiences of
college-bound ELLs who took advanced English courses as preparation for college. I wanted to
examine the individual stories of ELLs in courses such as the ones I teach.
Initially, I envisioned my participants as students in their first or second year of college
with fresh memories of high school. Drawing from my past students would be easy; over the
years, I taught dozens of ELLs in my advanced English courses, but as I noted in Chapter 3, I
wanted to diminish any power imbalance. Thus, I elected to ask other teachers who taught ELLs
in their advanced English classes, as well as counselors and administrators who served this
demographic to contact students. These gatekeepers assisted in adding distance between the
selection process and me. However, the isolation of so many students due to COVID 19 in the
2020-2021 school year made sampling difficult. Further, the gatekeepers were limited, in most
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cases, to year-old or older contact information. Many of these students were in college and had
not updated their contact information with their high school.
Overview of Participants
After several months, relationships kept with former teachers, community members, and
a student’s family revealed three individuals who met my criteria: English was not their first
language, they had taken at least one advanced secondary English course, and each had identified
college as a postsecondary goal while in high school. They differed from the participants I
envisioned in one respect: they are all several years older. The participants who ultimately
entered my study ranged in ages from 25 to 31 years old. They were all three professionals in
their field with distinct memories and reflections on their time in advanced English classrooms as
high school ELLs. While the distance in time since high school was greater than what I
originally conceived for my study’s participants, I discovered nuances and thoughtfulness in the
reflections of three mature people who had experienced more of life since high school than the
college freshmen I originally sought.
In this chapter, I discuss the experiences shared through the stories of three individuals:
two women and one man. All three were professionals, two held postgraduate degrees, and one
was working on her master’s degree. All three participants began their education in U.S. schools
as English Language Learners (ELLs), and all three completed advanced secondary English
classes. Table 6 offers a brief view of the demographics of the participants, including their
country of birth, their heritage language, the specific advanced secondary English course they
completed, they type of postsecondary degree(s) they held, and their current profession. The
participant names used throughout the study are pseudonyms, and the names of any teachers or
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other actors are pseudonyms as well. Using the Zoom video conferencing platform, I interviewed
each participant individually, and then subsequently transcribed the recorded interview. Table 7
shows the number of times participants interviewed, who participated in the focus group, and the
types of artifacts shared.
Table 6
Demographics of Each Participant as They Pertain to the Study
Participant
(Pseudonym)
Mariana

Country
of Birth
Mexico

Heritage
Language
Spanish

Advanced Secondary
English Course
Honors English
(World Literature,
American Literature,
and British Literature)

Postsecondary
Degree
Currently in
graduate
school
pursuing a
Reading and
Literacy
Degree

Profession

Asha

Somalia

Somali

I.B. English

Terminal
degree in
Pharmacy

Pharmacist

Frank

Ethiopia

Amharic

I.B. English

Master’s
degree in
Chemical
Engineering

Chemical
Engineer

Elementary
School
Teacher

Table 7
Participation in Interviews and Artifact Type
Participants

1st Interview

Mariana

√

2nd
Interview
√

Asha

√

√

Frank

√

√

3rd
Interview

Focus Group
√

√
√
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√

Artifact Type
Poetry and journal
assignment from honors
secondary English class;
teacher philosophy paper
from graduate school
PowerPoint presentation
from Pharmacy school
Essay from I.B. English
class; essay from college
English class

Participants’ Responses and Resulting Categories
I employed a multiple-level approach to coding transcribed interview and artifact data.
For my initial codes (Saldaña, 2016), I used in vivo and holistic coding. For second-level coding,
I used pattern and eclectic coding, and finally, in level-three coding, I employed cross-case
analysis and narrative coding (Saldaña, 2016). For the purposes of this narrative inquiry, I
employed the term categories rather than themes. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) asserted that
narrowing generalizations among participants into themes can become reductive. When writers
generalize data, “participants fade into support roles . . . [this becomes] a reduction downward to
themes rather than upward to overarching categories” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 143).
Table 8 illustrates the categories through which I share these three individuals’ stories:
Parent Attitudes About Education, Relationship with Language, Teacher Attitudes and Support
for ELLs in Their Classrooms, and Disconnections. The checks indicate the prevalence of each
category in the participant’s narrative, again, avoiding the need to narrow their experiences into
themes, but identifying the significance of each category in relation to the individual’s
experiences, for the reader.
Table 8
Categories in Participants’ Narratives
Participants

Parent Attitudes
About Education

Relationship with
Language

Teacher Attitudes
and Support for
ELLs in Their
Classrooms

Disconnections

Mariana

√√√

√√√√

√√√√

√√√

Asha

√√√√

√√√√

√√

√√√

Frank

√√√

√√√

√√

√√
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During my interviews with these three individuals, some categories were so prevalent
that it was tempting to frame their stories through those categories; however, I wanted to stay
faithful to their narratives and the unique nuances that each offered. Therefore, I decided to
present each participant’s story as its own section. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) noted that for
narrative inquiry, “it is more productive to begin explorations of the phenomena of experience
rather than . . . [through] various theoretical methodological frames” (p. 128). The categories are
identified as subheadings within the participants’ narrative sections.
The first category presented is Parent Attitudes About Education. I asked each
participant, “What are your family’s beliefs about education?” Each participant discussed the
attitudes towards learning, education, reading, and school by parents at early ages of the
participants. Understanding the participant’s home values and perceptions of education remained
critical to my study as I sought to answer two research questions:
1. What do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course reveal about their use of heritage languages and literacies?
2. How do the narratives of college bound English Language Learners enrolled in
advanced English courses inform culturally responsive instruction?
At the heart of both of these questions are the heritage languages and literacies and the stories of
participants. To understand how these traditions and stories affect the ELL, I needed to know to
what degree—if any—family perceptions of education played a role. What I discovered through
interviews with each participant, the artifacts they shared in the form of school assignments and
personal compositions, and finally, through our focus group, was in one way or another, each
participant returned to the educational values established at home when they were young.
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Relationship with Language, presented as the second category in each participant’s
narrative, remains integral the experiences of all these participants. Each of these participants
came to advanced secondary English classes with various levels of proficiency in the English
language. Each struggled with navigating English and using it as a tool effectively in advanced
English classes. Yet all three transitioned between languages in the way New London Group
(NLG, 1996) discussed language design when making meaning in specific contexts such as
culture, communication, technological and literacy diversity. I share specific examples of this in
each of the participant’s sections.
The third category is Teacher Attitudes and Support for ELLs in Their Classrooms.
Framing this study, in part, through culturally responsive teaching (CRT), I wanted to know to
what degree teachers informed the attitudes and success of each participant, particularly in their
high school advanced English classes. Gay (2000) contended that the intellectual ability of a
student has little to do with teacher attitudes and effectiveness. Instead, it is more often variables
such as “racial identity, gender, social class, and home language; even physical appearance”
(gay, 2000, p. 54) that may play into a teacher’s expectations of a student. Knowing that a
student’s first language is not English may lower a teacher’s expectation of a student (Lewis et
al., 2007), rather than informing pedagogy and instruction.
Finally, the fourth category is Disconnections. Within this section, I include moments
when the participants experienced a challenge specific to their experiences as learners. In some
cases, the challenges took the form of microaggressions. In others, challenges presented as a
disconnect with language or instruction.
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Throughout these stories, I included autoethnographic thoughts and questions to illustrate
my thinking through these interviews and also to engage in what Clandinin (2006) referred to as
moving into the “midst” (p. 43) of the participants’ stories. Clandinin (2006) provided an
example of this when which she described her own feelings while waiting for a participant prior
to an interview: “I had been nervous the week before and even more nervous this time. I worried
that [participant] would not be comfortable telling his stories to someone who was part of an
educational institution” (Clandinin, 2006, pp. 91-92). Places where I shared my thoughts as a
researcher assists the reader in understanding my role as co-author of these participant’s stories.
Mariana’s Story
Mariana, like her fellow participants, began her education in her country of origin, in
which she read, wrote, and learned in her heritage language. She grew up in what she described
as a small town in Mexico, nearly two hours away from the nearest city. The youngest of eight
children, she explained a six-year gap between the first six children and the two youngest, her
brother and herself. Her mother was the primary caregiver as her father worked in the United
States. Mariana explained,
I grew up with my mom. My dad had ever since I can remember, he’s been in the United
States working, providing for the family. I only got to see him maybe once or twice a
year during when I was growing up. Really, I grew up with my mom.
At about the age of nine, her mother was diagnosed with cancer. She and her brother lived with
one of her older sisters while her mother stayed in the city for treatment.
Mariana described her family as one that did not follow many traditions nor celebrate
many holidays. However, New Year’s Eve was a special time. She said,
My dad would come over [to Mexico] for Christmas and stay there until a few weeks
after New Year’s. We used to set up a big fire to say goodbye to the old year and
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welcome the New Year. I remember since I was little, I used to have this tradition where
I would write things that I wanted for the New Year in a little paper and just burn it in
that big fire. I kept doing that until a few years ago. It was a self-created tradition that I
just grew up doing.
This participant used writing early. Marana’ writing practice incorporated her wishes for the
future, wishes she did not share with me. The practice of offering her wishes to the flames
continued into adulthood.
Parent Attitudes About Education
Mariana credited her parents, in particular her mother, for her attitude towards education.
Her mother grew up in a small town as well and walked for over an hour to get to school. At a
young age, Mariana’s mother gave up school to attend to responsibilities at home. As Mariana
noted,
They [My mother’s family] had a lot of siblings, too. A lot of responsibility fell on the
daughters like cleaning, cooking; doing everything that a woman would do back then,
they had to do. I think that’s why she felt like, “Okay, there is not time for me to go to
school, but if I can teach myself at home, then I’ll do it.’”
Mariana suggested her mother’s experience—having to put her own education on hold—
underpinned her mother’s encouragement for Mariana to do well in school. Mariana’s mother
taught her to read and write before she started Kindergarten. Mariana recalled, “As soon as I got
home,” she would attend to her homework before playing, “not because [my mother] told me,
‘you cannot go play until you do your work,’” but because “it [was] the way she raised me.” She
never framed this commitment to her studies or her mother’s encouragement as something forced
on her, but rather as her own developed attitude towards her education and her mother’s
unfailing support and belief in her. Mariana stated,
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I really give a lot of credit to my mom because she pushed me to always do my best and
to never give up. It felt like sometimes even the things that I did were not enough, but I
feel like she did it because she wanted me to have what she couldn’t have.
This unfailing support was reflected as she transitioned to the United States and U.S. schools.
Beginning around the age of nine, Mariana began to visit the United States every
summer. Her father obtained visitor visas for Mariana, her brother, and mother. Mariana began to
learn some English and eventually told her parents that she wished to attend school in the United
States: “I always liked it here (the U.S.) and I always told my parents I want to move [to the
U.S.” Her parents supported the choice, and her mother placed her in summer English classes.
Here, it is important to understand that Mariana knew her future was not to be like those of her
friends in Mexico.
In a little town, the guys are like cowboys, and they always talked about they’re cowboys
and having their ranch. I didn’t want that for myself. Even if I had stayed in Mexico, I
[did] not want to marry somebody from a small town. I just wanted to get out of there.
Coming here and leaving all that behind and knowing that I had a lot more opportunities
to do things that I always wanted to do since I was little, and that I didn’t have to stay
back and do things that everyone else wanted to do made a huge difference for how well I
adapted to [U.S.] culture.
Mariana’s recognition of her desired identity, power, and agency reflects a large piece in my
theoretical framework, for it is at the center of Lewis et al.’s (2007) reframing of sociocultural
theory, as well as what Bandura (1977) identified as self-efficacy. It is clear when Mariana
reflected on the decision to come to the United States and attend school there, the desire came
from within her and not the product of other’s influence. She noted, “Even growing up in my
little town, I was always different from my friends.” Before she actually moved to the United
States, she envisioned this course for herself and voiced her desire to her parents.
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Relationship with Language
English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) classes exist in schools to support
English Language Learners with language skills (Kena et al., 2016). There are levels to ESOL
classes, and not all schools have the ESOL trained faculty to offer all levels in all courses (U.S.
DOE, 2016). Further, the faculty trained to teach these courses are not necessarily multilingual or
trained to teach the English language, as Mariana discovered her first year in a U.S. school
during ninth grade:
I was completely, I don’t know, maybe naïve, and I thought that they were going to teach
me how to speak English like the course that I had taken before I came [to the United
States], but no . . . the shock when I came here was the language. I was completely
unaware that I was just going to be expected to understand because the teachers didn’t
speak Spanish so there was no way of them translating what they were saying to my
home language . . . . Even though I was in those ESOL classes the first year, they don’t
teach you English. They just place you in the class, and hopefully, you are able to move
along, you were able to catch up, and you’re able to learn all those words, but really
they’re not teaching what those things mean. They don’t teach you how to pronounce
things properly, they don’t teach you how to communicate effectively.
Although Mariana asserted that she received tireless support from both her ESOL teacher
and her counselor, she frequently felt she was on her own with language acquisition and noted,
“The main challenge that I faced was the language.” She recalled that except for the language, “I
fit right in.” She asserted this was because she “wanted” the experience. She told me she taught
herself English at home: “Whenever I watched a movie, I always put the subtitles in.” Even
when listening to music, when she liked a song she would “Google the lyrics” to help with
pronunciation and meaning. By her sophomore year, her second year in U.S. schools, Mariana
would persevere and quickly matriculate out of ESOL classes all together and be placed in
honors courses.
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During Mariana’s first year in high school, her ESOL teacher recommended that she
move from the entry level ESOL class to the next, ESOL two. She recalled her surprise that the
class, though only one level higher than her previous ESOL class, was more challenging for her.
Her sophomore year, Mariana was placed in a sophomore Honors English class. Simultaneously,
she was put in an ESOL ninth grade English class. After a year of an honors English class and an
ESOL English class, Mariana was placed in both American and British English honors classes.
Because of the credits she earned in Mexico, Mariana possessed enough credits to graduate her
junior year. While Mariana immersed herself in schoolwork and received high praise from her
teachers, the process was difficult. She remembers one assignment in particular in her honors
ninth grade English class. They were reading Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare:
I remember part of the assignment was to look at specific quotes from [Romeo and
Juliet], try to interpret the quotes or the lines, and basically write what they meant in our
English. That was a huge challenge for me. I was trying to translate Shakespearean
English to American English and then trying to translate both of them at the same time to
Spanish so I could really understand what was going on in the story.
Mariana’s approach to her assignment reflects the double labor that ELLs must accomplish in
classrooms every day (Duff, 2010; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2013). One can only assume the
learning objective of the teacher was to help students understand the language of the play;
however, Gilliland (2015) and others argued that classroom teachers need to offer language
support to help ELLs succeed. A plausible Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT) approach
would have been to offer Mariana a modern language version of the play and ask her to translate
the text into her heritage language. Both assignments target student understanding of a classical
text and both require the student to complete a language translation.
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Teacher Attitudes and Support for ELLs in Their Classrooms
Mariana noted several times during our conversations that she received a great deal of
encouragement and advocacy from her teachers and counselor. Her appreciation for them was
evident in her tone. During our interviews, Mariana’s gratitude for these school advocates was
obvious in the smiles that the memories brought to her face, as well as comments she made such
as, “She [ESOL teacher] was my biggest advocate the entire time that I was in high school.” The
teacher advocacy that Mariana received reflects the type of support that all ELLs should hope to
receive, yet this is not always the case (Gonzalez et al., 2011; Kanno, 2014; Samson & Collins,
2012; Siwatu, 2007). Mariana reflected on the experience of her husband, a Latino born in the
United States. He wanted to be considered for advanced courses but did not receive the
advocacy. Mariana stated,
I can’t really compare myself to his experience. I did have a good counselor who helped
me apply for different scholarships . . . [and] colleges, but he [my husband] has
mentioned a couple of times too that there were not a lot of Hispanic students in his
school. Most of his friends were either Black or White. By the time he was ready to
graduate from high school, all his friends [were] getting help from the counselors and
helping them with the process and . . . application and everything that had to do with
getting into a higher education degree, but he didn’t; he had to do everything on his own.
Just like Asha (another participant, during focus group) was saying, if there’s not
somebody that mentions to you, “Oh, look, we have these things that you can apply to . . .
I think you have what those classes require, so why can’t you go ahead and try it?”
Once placed on the ESOL pathway, many students find themselves fixed in that “ESL bubble”
(Przymus, 2016, p. 266) without the school advocacy to give them access to courses that place
them on college-bound pathways and in college-bound cohorts with other students who possess
access to information (Kanno & Cromley, 2013; Kanno & Kangus, 2014; Kanno & Varghese,
2010). As noted in the previous quote, students in college-bound pathways are placed in courses
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that ultimately are meant to prepare them for college and put them in the company of other
college-bound students.
Mariana frequently acknowledges her ESOL teacher, someone she acknowledged as one
of her biggest advocates, along with her counselor. She credited them for their faith in her
abilities and for pushing her to the levels she knew she was capable of reaching. She also
identified her American Literature and British Literature teachers as educators who possessed
great passion for their subjects and made the stories memorable. She stated,
The [class] that I remember the most about was my British literature class, and she
always tried to incorporate books that might have been a little bit more engaging like
Pride and Prejudice, and Sense and Sensibility. I don’t know if it counts because I was a
girl, and I just liked that type of reading, but even the other books that we read and that I
read that year, it just made everything more enjoyable. She was always trying to play a
character whenever we read something new. That made me like that class very much. I
also remember my American literature class . . . the teacher always tried to make it fun
and engaging by playing some type of character.
This engagement helped Mariana with language. She noted that she would read the text while the
teacher read. Hearing the pronunciation from the teacher helped her understand pronunciation
and context. Mariana noted more than once that it was teacher engagement in the subject that
drew her in and helped her with comprehension. She reflected that the teacher who assigned the
Romeo and Juliet translation into modern English that she seemed less than enthusiastic and
engaged in what she taught.
Disconnections
While advanced secondary classroom peers can be a source of information and support,
for the ELL, they can also be a source of microaggressions, causing ELLs feelings of anxiety and
embarrassment. Mariana reflected on such moments in an AP history class:
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I overheard a group of students a couple of times . . . talking or making fun of my accent
whenever the teacher asked me a question. That was one of the reasons why I try not to
speak very often in classes that were either honors or . . . not ESL classes.
Mariana’s experience highlights her need for safety and culturally responsive teaching (CRT).
As Gay (2000) noted, the CRT educator easily identifies microaggressions in the classroom and
establishes a classroom culture that avoids “perpetuating prejudices, stereotypes, and racism” (p.
43). Mariana, a teacher herself now, discussed her desire for her students to attend to one other’s
feelings and show respect for differences philosophy paper she wrote in a graduate class, she
asserted:
I will set positive expectations and treat students with respect. I believe that this will give
students the opportunity to feel empowered to make decisions on their own and will also
provide the foundation for each student to obtain high achievement levels throughout the
entire year . . . I will strive to help each child learn to share the concern for the well-being
and dignity of others. They must learn to demonstrate loyalty and pride toward our
country. They must also be responsible, courteous, and honest toward others with whom
we share our values and different ways of life.
Her past transformed her present, since Mariana’s own experiences informed her teaching
philosophy in part. In the quoted section of her philosophy, she acknowledged the need for the
teacher to support “the well-being and dignity of others.” Students, even older students, make
assumptions based on stereotypes. Mariana recalled another student in her Honors British
Literature class admitting, “She didn’t want to talk to me at first because she thought I was just
very prideful, just very full of myself.” The student made this erroneous assumption about
Mariana because of the self-imposed silence Mariana maintained in class.
Mariana reflected that ignorance and a lack of empathy about her situation informed the
microaggressions perpetrated by some of her classmates: “They weren’t aware of me being in the
country for only one or two years at the time.” Coupled with the anxiety about her accent was
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Mariana’s general reluctance to be the center of attention: “Even at work now, if I do something
extra for my students, I keep it to myself, just because I just don’t like the attention of other
people.”
Even the most well-meaning teachers could create difficult situations in school for
Mariana. One very supportive teacher took the misstep of comparing the students failing her
class to Mariana. She told them, “Look, a lot of you are failing this class. Look at Mariana; she’s
only been in the United States for one or two years, and she has so much better grades than you.”
Mariana did not believe that her teacher meant to embarrass her, yet the attention drawn to her
made her feel anxious and exposed.
Mariana admittedly got “angry” overhearing other teachers, including ESOL teachers, at
work: “I’ve seen things and I’ve heard things from other teachers about [ELL] students that just
made me angry because I went through the things that they are going through.” Like some of her
classmates in high school, Mariana believed that these teachers made assumptions that students
“don’t want to learn the language,” and that “their parents don’t help them at home because they
are too lazy to learn the language.”
Mariana’s experiences as an ELL clearly informed her own teaching. In her teaching
philosophy, Mariana discussed the compassion she desired from her own students and would
have liked to have experienced from her own classmates in high school. In our focus group with
the other participants, Mariana shared an exchange with one of her students, a young Latina. The
exchange moved Mariana to tears as she described the moment the young girl expressed her
surprise in discovering that Spanish language speakers could be teachers in the United States:
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The first school that I worked in when I started teaching, I think it was either 85% or 95%
were Hispanic students. I remember, I think it was my second year, one little girl whose
parents were from somewhere in Central America. She came to me and said,
“Miss Mariana, I didn’t know you could be a teacher.”
I’m like, “What do you mean?”
“You speak Spanish like me, and I never thought that you could be a teacher and speak
Spanish.”
I’m like, “You can do anything in life anyway. Your language, your cultural background,
your sex, your gender, nothing is going to define how well you do in life, whether it’s
being a teacher or if you want to be a doctor, even if you want to be president. Even
more, your background whether it’s just religion or your culture, whatever it is, that is
going to show the world that no matter where you come from, you can do anything.”
In my case, I think culture is just going to be with me, and I can just use it to educate
children that might not be aware about some of the issues that many people face.
Mariana’s anecdote with her student speaks to the compassion she desired her students to exhibit
to other students and what she did not always receive from her classmates. Further, as a coda to
Mariana’s story, I share an assignment she completed in high school. The assignment was to
create a poem in another’s voice. The very assignment reflects the compassion that Mariana
hopes to foster in her own students. I let Mariana explain:
The assignment was to write it from the perspective of someone who lived in the area of
segregation. I think we had just to write about the [students who integrated Little Rock,
Arkansas schools]. I chose to write mine from the children’s perspective, basically. I’ve
always been a person who is very interested in history and how it affects people who are
being affected by whatever is going on. In this case, obviously, it affected African
Americans. This assignment really touched me, not—I didn’t face any racism or
discrimination at school, but I did see it happening to people in my community.
I Am
I am afraid but not hopeless.
I wonder if the world will always be like this.
I hear the screams of people who are lynched.
I see a colorful world; a world with many colors, not just black and white.
I want to live in another place, a place where there are not color preferences.
I am afraid but not hopeless.
I pretend to be a statue, so that I cannot feel this way, hear or see anything.
I feel that I can fly and leave far away.
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I touch the sky as I look for something to distract my mind and forget all this for a while.
I worry about those little and innocent kids who have to face these heinous situation.
I cry because it hurts to be treated this way. I am afraid but not hopeless.
I understand that there are people who are not mean as others, and they also want an end.
I say that this world will someday not be perfect, but it will be better.
I dream with the day everyone will be treated equal as they are supposed to.
I try not to cry and keep a straight face even in the worst moments.
I hope someone will fight for our rights, and that person will make a change.
I am afraid but not hopeless.
Asha’s Story
Like Mariana, Asha belonged to a large family; she was 1 of 10 children. When asked
about traditions in her family, she joked that the major traditions were “Muslim holidays,”
education, and “having more kids.” The bulk of the initial part of our first interview was couched
in Somali history and the events that forced them to become refugees. When I asked Asha to
describe her family, she smiled and replied:
Large maybe. We’re also refugees in America, so that’s another way to describe it. We’re
from Somalia; we’re all born—I don’t want to say all of us, the younger ones are not born
there. I was the last one that was born there. We moved [to the United States] to start over
our lives. Mostly for my parents, because they’re the ones that were complete adults
when the country fell apart.
The last lines stayed with me as I tried to imagine, as a parent myself, having to make the
decision to leave my country and everything my family knows, to go to an entirely new country
and, as Asha put it, “start over.”
Asha explained the situation in Somalia before the war in 1999, as well as how the
country was ethnically and religiously homogenous. She framed much of her discussion of
family around their Somali heritage but noted that she started school in Kenya and that along
with Somali, she also spoke Swahili as a child. When I asked Asha about family values, she
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quickly narrowed her response to what became three elements she returned to throughout our
interview:
Major Islamic holidays, they’re a big thing in our family. Until recently, new children
were (she laughed). We keep making fun of our parents for having more kids, but that
was a big thing. Also, something unique to our family is education. My dad is very big
on, not just all of us going to college, but all of us getting a least a master’s degree or
higher. That’s something that he really pushes. That’s about it, just new kids, religious
holidays like Eid and Ramadan, and people graduating.
The intrinsic entwining of these three things, faith, family, and education, became evident early
in our first interview. Asha explained that faith and oral history framed the Somali culture. She
notes that the stories are passed down to each generation, and the person in a community chosen
to tell the stories is the individual with the largest vocabulary and the strongest command of the
language.
Parent Attitudes About Education
Asha’s father figured largely in our discussions, especially around education. One
striking element about her father’s strong belief in the importance of education is that it was
couched in the fear that all that his family had achieved in the United States “could be taken
away.” Asha spoke at length about her father’s desire for his children to “maximize” their time
here and achieve as many degrees as possible, illustrated by her related conversation with her
father in which he told her she should get “another degree,” in spite of the fact that Asha
possessed a terminal degree in pharmacy. While it is clear that the drive for education came from
a belief in the importance of education, there is also a distinction between Asha and her father in
terms of how they perceived their positionality in the United States. Asha explained it this way:
I understand where he’s coming from. He’s coming from this perspective that’s like,
“Okay, you might get kicked out of America. If you do, I want you to make the most of
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your time here, to have gotten the most degrees, to have gotten the most knowledge, so
that if you were to go somewhere else that is also not your land.”
Asha explained interjecting when her father expressed these fears, but perhaps it was the
experience of the refugee:
I’m like, “Dad, we’re Americans,” he still acts like he’s a visitor here or he’s just being
allowed temporary status. He’s like, “In case you have to go somewhere else, you’ll be
qualified to create a living for yourself in that place. You won’t start from the bottom all
over again.”
Asha noted that her father’s insistence that everyone in the family amass as much education as
possible was not relegated just to Asha and her siblings. She said that her father was currently
encouraging her mother to get a bachelor’s degree.
Asha’s father was not the sole enforcer of the family investment in education. Asha
credited her mother as well, in particular when discussing the family practice of reading before
bed. She shared her mother’s practice of telling Somali folktales, employed both as
reinforcement for the younger children’s reading comprehension and as analogies for life
lessons. Asha explained that these Somali folktales were another way that her parents helped the
family stay tied to the Somali culture, especially the language. Asha shared an anecdote about
work and her struggle with an employee she supervised. She remembered talking with her older
sister about her employee and her sister responded with a Somali proverb. Asha recited it to me
in Somali and explained:
The essence of someone comes before the advice. You could always advise someone how
to do something or you could always train them, but what are they capable of at the end
of the day? I know when she literally just said that, I was just like, “Wow, you’re right,”
because before I was thinking of it as failure. Maybe I’m hitting the wall because there’s
nothing I can do in this particular area.
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Asha repeated the proverb in Somali again to exemplify how in her language and in her culture
the proverb offered the knowledge she needed in that situation to deal effectively with her
employee. She explained that, essentially, the proverb means that people are who they are, and
others cannot change specific aspects of their being, even if they have well-meaning intentions.
The proverb helped Asha accept the possibility that her employee was unable or unwilling to
respond to her directions.
Asha shared multiple examples of how oral tradition in the Somali language is embedded
in learning and communication. Asha’s experiences with her mother’s use of proverbs to help
her and her siblings with life lessons or reading comprehension suggest much of Asha’s
orientation in terms of communication and understanding is connected to this oral tradition. This
oral tradition is an example of the funds of knowledge Asha brought to advanced secondary
English classrooms that were ignored.
Relationship with Language
Asha started school in Kenya and so spoke Swahili as a young child, but she told me that
Somali was the language in her parents’ home. Her parents spoke Somali almost exclusively,
although she admitted that they spoke more English with her younger siblings than with the older
set. I was intrigued by Asha’s family’s use of language, especially the proverbs in Somali that
articulated so perfectly what she could not in English, although she was very proficient in
English. The division of younger and older siblings seemed to reflect the distance between the
children and their homeland. Asha and her older siblings spoke Somali almost exclusively with
their parents, while the younger children, born in the United States, spoke more English. It was
clear though, that her parents viewed language as that connection to Somalia:
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My parents speak Somali all the time. English is almost a burden to them; I don’t know
how to explain it. They’re thinking in Somali, therefore, they speak Somali. The older
kids, they speak in English when it has something do with something inherently
American, for example, “Did you go register to vote?” But with the younger kids they
speak more English than with us.
Asha’s family employed English much like the third participant’s family. English became a
necessity only in specific situations. Asha described English as a “burden” for her parents, part
of the price of coming to a new country.
Language was a focus again when Asha shared an experience from middle school. I
asked her about assignments in her I.B. English class, and she hesitated and asked if she could
share something she recently remembered from middle school. Here it is important to note that in
middle school, Asha was still new to U.S. schools, having entered U.S. public schools in the 5th
grade. She recalled a teacher taking her out of the classroom and asking her to read paragraphs
aloud: “She was ferociously marking something. I felt I got everything wrong.” She recalled the
following year, in seventh grade, she was placed in a reading class with other students, who she
now realized were also ELLs. She was confounded. Asha said it was not until later, after high
school, she concluded that she was placed in the lowest reading class. She also recalled thinking,
“Wait a minute, I think my reading is better than [other students in the reading class]. Why am I
here?” Now she felt the reason for her placement had to do with her pronunciation. She recalled
feeling a great deal of anxiety when called to read aloud in class, especially, she noted, when her
accent was more distinct then:
I felt I was mispronouncing things, whether it was real or not, or whether I was correctly
pronouncing it, it was just with an accent. It caused me so much anxiety that I felt I
would scramble up the pages. I don’t know how to describe it. ’Til today, I feel like I
don’t like reading things out loud [chuckles] because I’m going to mess up. Over time, I
figured out how to perfect my accent, but it was a very conscious decision.
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The significance of language socialization in classroom settings (Duff, 2008, 2010; Gilliland,
2014) highlighted here reminded me of the stories told by the participant, Mariana, about her
own self-consciousness about her accent, but also her realization that she would need to acquire
her new classroom language largely on her own. Asha’s experience in the reading class
reinforces the need for language support beyond ESOL classes. I could not help but note that
Asha’s memories of the reading class were not marked with moments of triumph, or support and
praise from a teacher, but crippling moments of anxiety.
Teacher Attitudes and Support for ELLs in Their Classrooms
Asha was enrolled in the International Baccalaureate program in school. The program
received students who typically fell into the top 20% of the graduating class. Junior and Senior
year I.B. English require a great deal of essay writing, usually focused on analysis of the texts the
students read. Asha spoke about her I.B. English teachers, particularly in terms of the high
expectations they set for each student. She remembered the frustration she felt when one English
teacher, Ms. Callahan (a pseudonym), corrected her use of informal language:
I didn’t know that there is a proper English, and there’s the English that everyone else is
speaking is not proper. She really helped me figure those things out because I would
write things like, “Everybody’s gonna go.” She would be like, “It is ‘going to go.” “But
we’re speaking it. That’s how everyone is saying it, so how is that not proper?”
Asha told me at the time she resented the corrections, that she knew she was smart, and, in her
own words, “hated” receiving the feedback. Now she admitted appreciating that Ms. Callahan
prepared her to write formal, academic essays. She noted that by the time she arrived in Ms.
Williams’ I.B. English class, her writing was more “polished:” “I knew what written language
was expected of me.” Further, with Ms. Williams, Asha remembered not feeling like she had the
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option to fail. Ms. Williams set a high bar for all of her I.B. English students and reinforced those
expectations throughout the year. Asha explained:
One thing I really loved about her was that she used a green pen rather than a red pen. I
don’t know why that sticks with me. I’d say, “Oh my gosh, my paper is full of green pen.
What’s going on Ms. Williams?” She would say, “So that you can ‘go’ and make the
changes I want.” That’s how she phrased it.
Asha reflected on the impact of Ms. Williams’ belief in her students. Ms. Williams’ insistence at
the beginning of the year that all of her students would succeed is at the core of culturally
responsive teaching. Ladson-Billings (1995) identified high expectations as a central tenet. The
reverse exists in teachers such as those Mariana overheard discussing their assumptions about
ELLs—their belief that they simply “don’t want to learn.”
Later, in our focus group, Asha was reminded of the influence of her fifth-grade teacher.
Asha had just shared some of the experiences of her husband, who wanted to be considered for
college prep courses when he was in high school, but he lacked teacher advocacy. As one of the
few Latinx students in his school, teachers assumed he was an ELL, when in fact, he was
American born and fluent in English. Asha reflected on her fifth-grade teacher who advocated
for her to be tested for the gifted program:
I didn’t know what that meant, at the time. I really do think that put me in a trajectory to
take AP classes, to meet a different social group. My parents always had the same goals,
but they didn’t know about gifted [laughs]. When Ms. Darnell recommended me for
gifted, that just put me in a different path. All that just makes you meet people with
different goals, then you’re like, “Wait a minute, so this is possible and that is possible?”
I just remembered that as well. Thank you, Ms. Darnell.
Asha’s assessment during our focus group speaks to a reality that Przymus (2016) identified as
the “ESL bubble” (p. 266). Once students are identified as English Language Learners, it
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becomes difficult for them to move out of the pathway and into an advanced, college-prep
pathway, without teacher or administrative advocacy.
Disconnections
In our second interview, Asha and I talked about language again in the context of
delivering information. In her professional capacity, Asha was a pharmacist, and for one of her
composition artifacts, she chose a presentation she delivered in her third year of graduate school.
The PowerPoint was full of numbers and medical jargon. The presentation was long—over 50
slides. I asked Asha if she chose the mode of presentation, or did the professor ask that she and
the other students deliver it in a PowerPoint? She responded,
That’s the vehicle that the professor wanted it in. I also thought like, “Why not present
this in a story?” I feel like I would have done a better job. My friends were telling me I
did great, but in reality, I felt like I was talking so fast, I felt like I was mispronouncing
things, and I felt like I didn’t fully share why the subject area was worth all of their time
. . . I wish I could have told it in a story, and I think it could have illustrated [much more]
versus just sitting there and going from slide to slide. I don’t think it had the desired
effect I wanted.
Her professor’s choice of modes did not allow Asha to highlight her strengths and draw from her
funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992). I remembered previous moments in our interviews when
she shared her mother telling Somali folktales to deliver a lesson to her children, the proverb her
sister shared to help her with a situation at work, and the oral history of her heritage language
and country. Asha’s funds of knowledge included a rich history of storytelling that she should
have received access to in this particular assignment and others as well.
Within the context of how students exhibit their knowledge, Asha discussed what
learning objectives frustrated her as a student. She admitted that, even now, she cannot identify
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parts of speech, but that never seemed important to her as it was not a focus when she was taught
to write in her school in Kenya:
I grew up in Kenya, our English classes—obviously, school is very different, but our
English classes were based on fluency of learning the language and making sure we
understood it. Writing was not important. I know a verb is an action . . . those type of
questions I always failed; that wasn’t what we were taught for years in class. You learn
how to construct a simple sentence and put a full stop at the end of it. We would have
tests on proverbs. When my little siblings are learning English, “I can help you edit an
essay to make sure it makes sense and that you’re using words in proper context, but I
can’t do one of those, ‘Read this sentence, is it a fragment?’”
Asha’s comparisons between the learning objectives in her Kenyan school and what she
experienced in advanced secondary English classes in the U.S. underscore what many ELLs’
experiences when moving from one set of learning standards to another. Here, Asha’s orientation
shifted from understanding context and meaning to what she interpreted as rules that her former
teachers did not focus on; therefore, she felt them unimportant. Her final remarks highlight the
need to allow students to explore and employ their funds of knowledge in advanced English
classrooms when one mode of literacy does not allow a student to convey what they know and
understand:
Tell me what you do you think this means? Not necessarily what you think I want to hear
it means, or what you looked up on Google, and somebody on some random message
board said it means. When you read it what do think it means? What words would use to
describe this character? How would you in your own plain language describe the
behavior you’re seeing or the development that you’re seeing taking place? To capture
everything, I’m trying to communicate with you in this proverb or in this story. That may
seem unrelated to this character, but it’s really not because they’re both going through the
same thing. I’m going to share this other story. Being allowed to start there and then
move on to the English, but in the sense that at least you fully developed your idea and
what you want to say. It’s easier to translate it . . . now you can communicate it in a way
that is more desired in class. But, you already have a clear picture of what you’re trying
to communicate.
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In this section, Asha shared some of the experiences related to her education as a collegebound ELL in advanced English classes as well as her reflections on her father’s beliefs about
the empowerment that comes with an education. She shared her connections to her culture,
specifically that culture’s rich tradition in storytelling. This tradition is connected to meaning
making for her and her siblings. Asha’s final words in this section speak to that meaning making
and how now, as she reflects back on her experiences as an ELL in advanced secondary
classrooms, she sees opportunities that should have existed for her to communicate in ways that
“fully developed” her ideas.
Frank’s Story
Frank was born in Ethiopia, and he began school there. His heritage language was
Amharic. When I asked him about his family, he described his parents as supportive and
nurturing, as well as tied to their community with an emphasis on family. He acknowledged his
parents’ commitment to their church as a major influence on his own values and identity. He
explained that before COVID, church was a weekly event for his parents. Frank reflected on
feeling immersed in Ethiopian culture while he was in church, and that it “influenced a lot of my
values.” Frank described what appeared to be a strong tie to community, faith, and culture that
his parents reinforced for the family.
Frank was a young man in his middle 20s with two postsecondary degrees: an
undergraduate degree and a master’s degree. Like Mariana and Asha, he began school outside
the United States, but unlike his co-participants, he recalled little about school in his native
country. He was only six when his parents moved the family from Ethiopia to the United States.
Frank was very reflective, and while we talked about his experiences in school as an English
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Language Learner, his reflections were rarely couched in terms of language but of broader
perspectives and his current interests. The strong relationship he maintained with his parents and
his younger sister was evident in the way that all three entered into our conversations.
Parent Attitudes About Education
When I asked Frank how his family evaluated education, he told me his parents viewed
education as the way to a “fruitful life,” and that his father, especially, encouraged him from an
early age to read:
I think he really pushed for me to be a reader at a young age, which I wasn’t. I wouldn’t
have identified, nor would I now, as a reader because I struggled with it. Now, it’s still
tough, but also, I’m not interested in it. I have very specific interests, so that makes it
challenging to maintain attention. I studied things that involve shapes and chemistry.
There’s not too much to read.
In our focus group, Frank came back to the subject of his family support and reiterated the
support he received from his parents while he was in school. However, he also acknowledged
that he did not communicate a great deal to his parents with regard to school:
I don’t think my parents knew anything about my schooling, really. I didn’t communicate
much, but if I wasn’t doing well in a class, they said, “It’s okay,” which really helped
because I didn’t stress them. I barely stressed about school. I didn’t let grades define how
I should feel about my progress or my outlook on my academics.
Frank’s attitude towards his grades, as well as his parents’ support, was indicative of both his
resilience and his parents’ belief in him.
Relationship with Language
Like Asha, Frank spoke his heritage language, Amharic, almost exclusively with his
parents. I asked him if there were times when he spoke English with them and in what contexts.
He noted that his parents believed strongly that words have meaning and whether it is cultural or
not, they struggled when he spoke hypothetically: “If I say, ‘Hypothetically, if I were to break
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my leg,’ their response would be, ‘Don’t say that!’” He also noted that, especially with his
mother, they spoke English when making jokes with one another, or if something was simply
funnier in English. This reminded me of Asha’s anecdotes about her family’s use of English.
This hybridity and fluidity of language is centered in multiliteracies pedagogy (NLG, 1994) as
“social relations” (p. 75). We create these “designs” (NLG, 1994, p. 76) based on relationships
and social conditions to make meaning, just as both Asha and Frank employed their hybridity of
languages to create meaning within certain contexts.
Frank shared that when he was living at home with his parents, he would help them with
forms and other material written in English. I found it interesting that he framed the dependence
that some immigrant parents have on their children as a “handicap.” He explained it this way:
It’s hard for them to not know what words mean or to struggle with being able to express
themselves, but it certainly doesn’t get them closer to being able to express themselves.
Especially in instances where you’d really want to do justice and say what you feel, you
could express interest very thoroughly in your native language, but that doesn’t translate.
This last comment from Frank seems indicative of the issue with many language learners, and I
could not help but think of this in the context of ELLs in classroom settings. In discourse
communities (Gee, 1991), we rely on language through different modes to make meaning.
However, asking students to rely on one language when they have access to two or more creates
the kind of frustration that both Mariana and Asha identified when they reflected on some of
their experiences in advanced secondary classrooms.
Teacher Attitudes and Support for ELLs in Their Classrooms
Like Asha, Frank was placed in the I.B. pathway in high school. When I asked him if he
elected to take I.B., he admitted that he did not recall and said he “fell into I.B.” Like Mariana,
Frank was in ESOL classes, but having started in U.S. public schools much earlier in elementary
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school, he was out of ESOL by high school and placed in advanced classrooms. When
remembering high school, he identified I.B. as “a struggle:”
I would say my struggle with English was more of a challenge of expressing myself than
it was knowing random words. It’s really being about to synthesize and say what feels
most fitting in whichever instance I find myself or whichever circumstance I find myself
in.
Here, he acknowledged that he had a “fantastic teacher” and reflected that now, he would
probably enjoy the class. However, he acknowledged that comprehension was a challenge,
especially in terms of understanding the class readings and expectations. Frank was somewhat
ambiguous as to whether his challenge with the class texts were due to language or level of the
difficulty of the text:
I didn’t understand the text in a holistic way. There are ideas that I understood, and others
that I just completely didn’t, and specific plots, too. It made even the writing process
difficult because there would be important parts in a book or plots that I’m assuming my
teacher at the time would expect me to pull from, and I guess I didn’t.
Frank shared an artifact in the form of a paper from one of his advanced English classes. I asked
him if he recalled what type of feedback he received from his teacher:
I don’t think I received any comments on grammar or hardly ever. We got less feedback
than I would anticipate getting as a high school student on any essay. For the most part, a
lot of students in my class were also capable of stepping up to that standard, so it made it
acceptable to just continue with that structure of just really grading based off the ideas
that were expressed and how well the thesis was defended.
Frank frequently noted that he did not remember a great deal from this class, but when he spoke
of his experience, he gave the impression that he felt a lack of direction. Advanced subject
teachers frequently assume that all their students come to their classrooms on some degree of
equal footing (Harper & deJong, 2004; de Jong & Harper, 2005). Few students transition into
advanced classes from ESOL the way Mariana and Frank did. Asha’s experience—getting tested
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in elementary school at the recommendation of a teacher, then moving into advanced classes in
middle school—is more common. Frank’s teacher may have been working on the premise that
the students placed in the I.B. pathway were prepared for college-level work without fully
examining individual student’s readiness.
One college professor stood out for Frank. He noted that this professor taught him in two
college English classes and gave him a great deal of feedback on his writing. Frank
acknowledged that the feedback from this professor helped him develop stronger and clearer
essays. Frank recalled visiting this professor during office hours and receiving feedback that
greatly improved his writing. He remarked also that in college, like many students, he found
more motivation in writing his college papers because he received a choice on subject matter.
This recalls something he told me early in our first interview in regards to reading. He shared
that, in spite of his father’s encouragement for Frank to read, he simply was not interested.
Disconnections
Frank entered U.S. schools earlier than did his two co-participants. His parents came to
the United States just as he began the second grade. Frank’s memories of school in Ethiopia are
few. He did not read or write in his heritage language, Amharic. He stated that it helped that his
family moved to the United States “when the school year was finishing up,” and he had the
summer to begin learning English. Still, as a second grader, he was beginning to read and write
in English at least two years after many of his native English-speaking classmates. Frank was
placed in ESOL classes, where he remained through most of middle school. Then, through a
process he did not recall, after middle school, he was placed in predominately advanced classes
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in high school and eventually in the I.B. program. He discussed his struggle with expressing his
ideas in writing assignments for his I.B. English classes:
The challenge was expressing myself because the class is mainly essays, it was only
essays. I don’t remember any other assignments, honestly, probably four essays . . . . I
would, one, be challenged putting words, understanding the book, to begin with, and then
comes writing about it.
Frank’s struggle with self-expression was not limited to ELLs. However, he also commented on
the lack of feedback from his I.B. teacher:
I don’t think I received any comments on grammar or hardly ever. My teacher at the time
really structured it in a way where it seemed like college. I say that in the sense of the
image of getting limited feedback. We got way less feedback than I would anticipate
getting as a high school student on any essay. For the most part, a lot of students in my
class were also capable of stepping up to that standard, so it made it acceptable to just
continue with that structure of just really grading based off the ideas that are expressed
and how well the thesis was defended.
Gilliland (2014, 2015) emphasized the importance of teacher feedback to ELLs through one-onone writing conferences and instructing ELLs in academic language so they could better
understand teacher feedback. I use the excerpts about writing to highlight Frank’s frequent
references to “understanding,” or not understanding. Much of Frank’s reflections of his
experiences in I.B. English center around a lack of comprehension in terms of the texts teachers
asked him to interpret and analyze, as well as the compositions he was asked to produce around
his analysis:
Understanding the book, and then understanding what was expected of me as I tried to
write on the topic that we’re assigned and then taking it further and putting it together,
like, “What from the book, can I pull? How can I best make claims and justify them to
best answer the topic?”
Hearing and later reading Frank’s reflections about his struggle with comprehension reminded
me of Marian’s anecdote about the employee she could not communicate with until her sister
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reminded her of a Somali proverb. Asha’s comprehension and ultimate ability to assess the
situation with her employee came through another mode of communication—a proverb—an
approach to meaning making (Bruner, 1996) that offered her, concisely, the perspective she
needed. Frank may have benefited from another pedagogical approach rather than the one he
noted, “a lot of students in my class were also capable of stepping up to.” He reflected:
I’d say I struggled to express my ideas. It’s not that I was short of any ideas. The
potential is there you can say, so I think the way that could have been brought out, I guess
this would be if my teacher gave me lot more feedback.
Here, Frank, as an adult, was able to reflect on what would have helped him in I.B. English—a
perspective all three were positioned with as postsecondary graduates and adults.
Frank was then placed in accelerated and gifted classes when he started high school.
Again, he was vague on the details of how and why he was moved to advanced courses, but it
raises the question of why there is not more support for students who move from ESOL classes
into gifted classes. Clearly, there needs to be a greater focus on teacher preparation for teaching
ELLs in advanced English classrooms (Bunch, 2013; Gilliland, 2015; Gonzalez et al., 2011;
Kanno & Kangus, 2014), but further, how might bridges between students in ESOL pathways
and advanced courses be constructed to ease the transition and increase support? Frank was
clearly intelligent, and some teacher or counselor recognized the potential in him to place him on
an I.B. pathway. Placement of ELLs like Frank, Mariana, and Asha in advanced pathways is
recognition of their abilities, but bridges need to be in place between their language support and
these classes. I speak to this further in my next chapter.
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Summary of Results
Initially, I envisioned my participants as college students, perhaps in their first or second
year, with memories of high school still fresh. The participants who joined this study, while a
few years older, offered nuanced reflections that came from age and experience, and in the cases
of all three participants, additional education. All three participants were eager to share their
experiences, both in the individual interviews I held with each of them and in the focus groups
where they met for the first time. Bringing strangers together seemed like a daunting task.
However, perhaps because for the past year during the pandemic, people have adjusted to
speaking in Zoom meetings, all three participants warmed up to one another, especially when
they began to share reflections about their families and school. Their stories, while different,
share common experiences. These experiences became the categories within their narratives that
surfaced during my coding process. Similar to Table 8, Table 9 indicates the four categories each
participant’s narrative was divided into, but also gives a synopsis of the information shared in
each category.
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Table 9
Synopses of Participants’ Narratives per Category
Participant

Parent Attitudes
About Education

Relationship with
Language

Mariana

strong family
support,
especially from
mother, for
school and move
to the United
States

grew up speaking
and writing heritage
language;
struggled initially in
English only
classrooms but
persevered;
Spanish-only
household as parent
and spouse

identified ESOL
teacher and
high school
counselor as
strong
advocates;
two advanced
English teachers
were engaging
and helped with
language
acquisition

did not receive
the English
language support
expected in
ESOL classes;
experienced
microaggressions
from classmates
in honors
secondary
classrooms

Asha

strong family
support,
especially from
father;
encouraged to
advanced
education

tri-lingual;
struggled with
pronunciations in
English-only
classrooms;
reading aloud caused
anxiety;
spoke heritage
language with parents
with some English;
all English in
professional capacity

identified 5th
grade teacher as
advocate for
gifted testing;
high school
English teacher
helped
differentiate
between formal
and informal
English;
I.B. English
teacher set high
bar

writing not
emphasized in
English classes
in Kenya;
struggled with
emphasis on
grammar rules
and formal
writing in
American
English classes;
desired other
mode options for
expression

Frank

strong family
support,
especially
pertaining to
reading

stayed in ESOL
classes for several
years;
“illiterate” in heritage
language;
spoke heritage
language with parents
with some English;
all English in
professional capacity

did not identify
advocacy from
high school
teacher(s);
identified
college
professor as
support for
writing
improvement

struggled with
understanding
teacher
feedback;
comprehension
of assignments specifically
reading and
writing in I.B.
English classes
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Teacher Attitudes
and Support for
ELLs in Their
Classroom

Disconnections

Thoughts
In this chapter, I shared the stories of three adult ELLs. These three individuals were all
professionals, successful in their fields of education, pharmacy, and chemical engineering. All
three matriculated through advanced secondary English classrooms as ELLs, but perhaps more
importantly, all three came to an advanced English classroom with different sets of abilities and
funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992). Chapter 5 offers a discussion of the findings and
recommendations for how future studies can employ information in this study. However, here I
want to share my own thoughts on the process of, and my role in, writing the stories of these
three people.
Telling the story of another’s experiences requires a delicate balance of capturing the
essence of each experience and avoiding numerous temptations, such as embellishment and bias.
Riessman (1993) noted that “story telling . . . is what we do with our research materials and what
informants do with us” (p. 1). I entered the data collection of this study as a researcher and a coauthor with the intention to answer two research questions:
1. What do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course reveal about their uses of heritage languages and literacies?
2. How do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course inform culturally responsive instruction?
I developed these questions with my own current and former students in mind. For several years,
I have taught bright, hardworking, curious students whose first language is not English. They
came to my accelerated and Advanced Placement English classes for some of the same reasons
their native English-speaking peers were there: to become better writers, better thinkers, and to
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prepare for the next step in their education, college. Despite my certifications and training in
teaching gifted and advanced students, I often felt unprepared and inadequate for the task of
supporting my ELLs, particularly when they experienced a disconnection with language. These
disconnections, as I refer to them in this chapter, existed for various reasons and surfaced in
different ways. The three co-authors of this chapter, the participants of this study, experienced
various disconnections in their experiences in advanced English classrooms. I employ the term
disconnections because the connotation does not necessarily position blame. Disconnections are
caused for many reasons, and as Mariana, Asha, and Frank shared in their stories, the effects of
those disconnections vary as well.
Disconnections remain at the heart of this study, and in particular, this chapter. All three
of these participants graduated high school, completed postsecondary degrees, and became
successful professionals in their fields, yet the evidence of frustration around the individual
disconnections are present in their stories. Mariana reflected on her “naiveté” that she would not
be taught English in her ESOL classes. Yet, this is not naiveté on the part of a 15-year-old child;
it is an honest and reasonable assumption about a pathway of courses with the identification of
English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL). There was a perception from Mariana, and
although she did not say it, perhaps a perception of her parents, that her English proficiency
would be increased. Mariana experienced disconnections with classmates as well. She received
microaggressions in the form of whispers from classmates about her accent and in her relegation
to a position of otherness. These experiences informed Asha’s own philosophy as a teacher when
she asserted that she would ask her future students to treat each other with respect. While I
consider myself as a teacher who is alert to microaggressions and any form of bullying, Asha’s
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experiences force me to consider that I missed such moments experienced by my students. It
remains troubling.
Asha’s disconnection came in the form of differences in linguistic traditions. Asha shared
stories about her Somali linguistic heritage of oral tradition and proverbs. Her early education in
Kenya did not emphasize grammatical rules or differentiation between spoken and written
language. Asha offered an anecdote about a Somalian proverb her sister delivered to help Asha
with a work issue. Asha’s frustration originated from her perception of her inability to
communicate with an employee. Her sister’s support came in the form of a proverb—a form of
communication that spoke effectively to Asha. At the center of this anecdote is language: Asha’s
attempts at communicating with her employee and her sister’s delivery of a proverb. In her
reflection about presenting information to her professor in pharmacy school, she mused that she
might have delivered the information more effectively in the form of a story rather than the
PowerPoint requested by her professor. Oral tradition remains the common method of teaching
in Somalian culture—one of the first things that Asha shared with me in our initial interview.
These two reflections by Asha about delivery of information highlight one of the disconnections
experienced by Asha in I.B. English. She remembered one of her teachers correcting her use of
informal language in her essays. Asha did not understand, noting that the language in her essay
reflected the way Americans spoke. Here, this disconnection in formal English composition rules
confronted her linguistic heritage embedded in oral tradition. Writing rules were not “important”
in Asha’s Kenyan education. As an intelligent person and a student recommended for gifted and
advance classes, this created a disorientation for Asha. As she noted, she knew she was smart, so
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why was she struggling in this class? Once again, the form of delivery, oral tradition, was not an
option for her.
Frank’s disconnection appeared to surface with required reading and writing assignments
in his accelerated and I.B. English classes in high school. Frank repeatedly remarked that he did
not understand what teachers expected of him and that the reading assignments were beyond his
abilities. I return to Frank’s reflections on staying in ESOL until middle school and the move to
accelerated and I.B. classes in high school. Frank could not explain or did not remember how or
why this transition occurred. He also noted that he did not remember his parents’ knowledge of
his work in school. It is difficult for me to dismiss the notion that as much as Frank’s parents
wished for him to succeed, there was another disconnect, in this instance, in communication
between school and home. Frank shared that he assumed the responsibility as interpreter for his
parents. Did Frank’s parents understand the implications of Frank’s transition from an ESOL
pathway to and accelerated pathway? What, if any, support did Frank receive? He did not recall.
He was 15 years old.
I focus my own reflections at the end of this chapter on disconnections because
throughout my interviews with each of these individuals I heard stories, anecdotes, reflections,
and memories of love and support. I heard about parents, teachers, and counselors who
advocated on behalf of children and students. I heard the desire and drive of students who knew
they could succeed, and did. However, I also heard the tones of pain, frustration, and confusion
related to disconnections. These disconnections deserve closer examination, which I offer in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS
“Teachers must recognize the important influence culture has on learning
and make teaching processes compatible with the sociocultural contexts
and frames of reference of ethnically diverse students” (Gay, 2000).
English Language Learners represent 10% of students in U.S. K-12th-grade classrooms
(Pew Research Center, 2018). Some of these students complete advanced secondary course
work, such as advanced English classes, to challenge themselves and prepare for college
classrooms. However, few studies center on the use of heritage languages in advanced English
secondary settings and the effects of heritage languages. The intent of this study was to examine
the ways in which the heritage languages and literacies of college-bound ELLs in advanced
secondary English classes inform success for those students in those settings and perhaps inform
their attitudes about future English classes. Participants, three adults ranging in age from 25 to 31
years old, responded to open-ended questions about use of heritage language and the English
language, family attitudes about education, experiences in advanced secondary English classes,
and the influence of teachers and other education support personnel, such as counselors and
administrators. This chapter offers the findings and implications of the study and finally,
recommendations for future studies, pedagogy, and instruction.
Review of Purpose and Findings
The purpose of the study was to examine the use of heritage languages and literacies by
college-bound ELLs in advanced secondary English classes and better understand how those
heritage languages and literacies can help ELLs meet course expectations and inform attitudes
towards future English courses. Other studies have focused on the need for ELL writing support
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in secondary education contexts (Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Gilliland, 2014, 2015; OrtmeierHooper & Enright, 2011), as well as the various instructional needs of ELLs (Gándara &
Contreras, 2009; Gilliland, 2014; Gonzalez et al., 2011; Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017).
Still other studies attend to the lack of teacher preparation in general education classes (Bunch,
2013; Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Gilliland, 2015; Gonzalez et al., 2011; Moll, 2002; Murillo &
Schall, 2016; Samson & Collins, 2012). This study focused on the funds of knowledge (Moll et
al., 1992) that ELLs bring into these advanced secondary English classrooms in the form of
heritage literacies and languages that support their meaning making (Bruner, 1996). ELLs bring
a wealth of experiences embedded in their home culture and heritage literary practices. It was the
aim of this study to examine how those experiences and practices might inform success for ELLs
in advance secondary English settings and influence attitudes about future English courses.
Organization of Chapter
Data in this study generated from one-on-one interviews, co-analysis of composition
artifacts, and a focus group with all participants. Holistic and in vivo coding of data resulted in
four specific categories: Parent Attitudes About Education, Relationship with Language, Teacher
Attitudes and Support for ELLs in Their Classrooms, and Disconnections. These categories
supported the organization of each participant’s story in Chapter 4. In this chapter, these
categories frame the findings from the study. Each category includes findings based on the two
research questions that guided this study:
1. What do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course reveal about their uses of heritage languages and literacies?
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2. How do the narratives of college-bound English language learners enrolled in an
advanced English course inform culturally responsive instruction?
Table 10 shows the organization of the findings in relationship to the first research question, and
Table 11 offers the organization of the findings in relationship to the second research question.
Table 10
Organization of Findings in Relationship to the First Research Question
Parent Attitudes
About Education

ELLs’ Expectation
of ESOL Classes
Instructional
Practices of
Advanced
Secondary English
Teachers
Myths and
Misconceptions of
ELLs’ Use of
English in
Advanced
Secondary English
Settings

Relationship with
Language

Teacher Attitudes
and Support for
ELLs in Their
Classrooms

Disconnections

N/A

√

√

√

N/A

N/A

√

√

N/A

√

√

√
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Table 11
Organization of Findings in Relationship to the Second Research Question
Parent Attitudes
About Education

ELLs’ Expectation
of ESOL Classes
Instructional
Practices of
Advanced
Secondary English
Teachers
Myths and
Misconceptions of
ELLs’ Use of
English in
Advanced
Secondary English
Settings

Relationship with
Language

Teacher Attitudes
and Support for
ELLs in Their
Classrooms

Disconnections

NA

√

√

√

NA

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Summary of Key Findings
The first research question, What do the narratives of college-bound English Language
Learners enrolled in an advanced English course reveal about their uses of heritage languages
and literacies?, was developed with the intent to understand to what extent heritage linguistic
practices informed the success and attitudes of ELLs towards advanced secondary classes. The
findings were (a) ELLs’ expectations of and about ESOL classes and (b) instructional practices
of advanced secondary English teachers.
The second research question, How do the narratives of college-bound English language
learners enrolled in an advanced secondary English course inform culturally responsive
instruction?, was developed to understand advanced English instruction from the perspective of
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English language learners and derive implications for advanced English educators. The finding
was myths and misconceptions of ELLs’ use of English in advanced secondary English settings
ELLs’ Expectations of and About ESOL Classes
All three participants demonstrated a disconnect between heritage language usage in
different schooling contexts. Mariana, Asha, and Frank came to the United States and the U.S.
public school system with varying English proficiency. Mariana, born and raised in Mexico,
started school in the United States her ninth-grade year in high school and spoke some English.
Since the age of nine, Mariana had visited the United States, where her father lived and worked,
during the summer school breaks. The summer before her ninth-grade year, Mariana’s mother
placed her in English classes. When Mariana began her ninth-grade year, she was placed in
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) courses. She recalled feeling “shocked” that
English language instruction was not part of ESOL classes. She reflected in one interview, “I
was completely unaware that I was just going to be expected to understand because the teachers
didn’t speak Spanish so there was no way of them translating what they were saying to my home
language.” Murillo and Schall (2016) noted a distinct difference in home language practices and
expectations for high school and college literacy practices among Latinx students. Mariana’s
disorientation is consistent with the findings in other studies on the need for language support
and college readiness among Latinx students (Murillo & Schall, 2016) and literacy development
for immigrant and language-minority youth (García et al., 2011).
In this study, the experience of the participant, Mariana, shared through her stories of
beginning U.S. public schools as an immigrant and ELL, reflects the need for further student
support when entering ESOL pathways. Mariana’s disorientation and “shock” learning that her
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ESOL teacher could not help her translate Spanish into English, represents a lack of
understanding on the part of the student, and perhaps her parents, of the type of support ESOL
teachers offer. Further, while Mariana possessed the self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) to teach
herself English at home, the findings in this study support what Gándara & Contreras (2009)
identified as a continuation of microaggressions and systemic policies that have sidelined Latinx
students in U.S. public schools since the 1970s.
The participant, Asha, felt a similar disorientation in middle school. Asha and her family
came to the United States from Somalia as refugees. At the start of her attendance in U.S. public
schools in her fifth-grade year, Asha was placed in ESOL classes. She recalled her confusion
when a middle school teacher took her from class and asked her to read out loud in the hallway:
“[The teacher] was furiously marking something. I felt I got everything wrong.” In her seventhgrade year, she was placed in a class she identified as a “reading” class, with other ELLs. This
created confusion for Asha, who remembered thinking, “Why am I here?” The year before, her
sixth-grade year, she was recommended for gifted testing. The two events sent contradicting
messages to Asha. Neither decision was explained to Asha.
Unlike the other two participants, Asha was taught English in school prior to arriving in
the United States. She felt confident in her reading, but not her pronunciation. It is likely that
Asha was placed in a reading class, not because of low reading comprehension, but because her
pronunciation reflected a deviation from standard English. Previous studies highlight the
limitations inherent in pedagogical systems that focus on English proficiency alone (JiménezCastellanos & García, 2017; Kanno & Kangus, 2014; Przymus, 2016). Asha experienced
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conflicting messages about her abilities as a learner in English-only, U.S. school settings. She
was gifted, simply not gifted enough.
Frank recalled very little about his early education in Ethiopian schools. His parents
moved the family to the United States just before Frank started the second grade. He recalled that
he was placed in ESOL classes and remained in ESOL through middle school. In high school, he
was placed in all advanced classes. Frank did not recall how this transition occurred. He
“struggled” in his advanced English classes, particularly with reading comprehension and essay
composition. While other studies attend to the need for improved teacher preparation to teach
ELLs in advanced English classrooms (Bunch, 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2011, Kanno & Kangus,
2014), this study aimed to draw a focus on the need for improved communication to ELLs and
their parents, particularly in the decision-making process for course placement in educational
settings. ELLs face the challenges of language and literacy practices frequently different from
their heritage language and literacy practices as well as microaggressions in schools settings.
Ambiguity about pathway placement becomes yet another challenge to ELL agency and voice.
In sum, each participant communicated confusion regarding their status as ESOL
students. Further, in the case of Asha and Frank, decisions about their class placement happened
without explanation and their or their parents’ input, leaving questions that still linger today.
Such decision-making practices, made for students already grappling with changes in language
and literacy practices, can be disorienting and create anxiety within the students (Kanno &
Kangus, 2014). Further, these moves by teachers and other decision makers negate the agency of
the student (Gonzalez et al., 2011; Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017).
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Instructional Practices of Advanced Secondary English Teachers
The act of learning affects the learner holistically; emotionally, mentally, and physically.
An exchange of information between learner and teacher does not linger in the empty spaces of a
classroom once the lessons ends. Learning “leaves a residue; it makes a mark on the participant”
(Lewis et al., 2007, p. 16). Mariana, Asha, and Frank shared experiences in advanced secondary
English classrooms, remembered well into adulthood. Some of these experiences reflect
practices that continue to inflict microaggressions on ELLs and communicate and perpectuate the
myth of standard English.
After one year in ESOL classes, Mariana was placed in advanced classes at the
recommendation of her ESOL teacher and counselor. Unlike Frank, Mariana was told by both
her advocating teaching and counselor that she did not have to take the advanced courses, but
Mariana recalled her teacher telling her that she wanted Mariana to have “those opportunities.”
Mariana met the challenges of advanced classes and did well but remembered a decentering
moment when a teacher used her as an example to the class. Mariana recalled the teacher saying,
“Look, a lot of you are failing the class. Look at Mariana; she’s only been in the United States
for one or two years and she has so much better grades than you.” Mariana recalled the
embarrassment from attention she did not ask for, but as well, the exchange reflects the teacher’s
disconnection and lack of understanding, particularly about linguicism. Further, the teacher
invited microaggressions from other students by employing comparisons to Mariana to shame
the failing students.
Conversely, Mariana shared recollections of practices by her advanced American and
British literature teachers, including engaging texts and read alouds. Mariana stated that one of
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her teachers “always tried to incorporate books that might have been a little bit more engaging.”
Mariana remembered reading the text while the teacher read aloud, emphasizing words by taking
on the characters in the text. This language reinforcement replicated what Mariana did at home,
watching movies with enclosed captions to read the words while U.S. actors pronounced them.
In her advanced secondary English classes, Asha experienced success in terms of grades
but continued to struggle with differentiating between spoken and written English. In her
narrative, Asha explained that less emphasis was placed on grammar and the rules of
composition conventions in the Kenyan schools she attended. She recalled her frustration in
International Baccalaureate (I.B.) English when her teacher corrected her use of informal English
in one of her essays: “I didn’t know that there is a proper English, and there’s the English that
everyone else is speaking.” The enforcement of an English standard of grammar created
decentering moments for Asha. In Kenya, the focus was on the spoken word, learning proverbs,
and understanding their meaning. Asha shared multiple anecdotes about the proverbs shared by
her mother to support her younger siblings’ reading comprehension, as well as those shared with
her to help her understand life experiences. Asha also recalled that later as a graduate student,
she felt frustrated by a professor’s request that a class project be delivered through a PowerPoint.
Asha noted in her interview that she felt she could have delivered the same information more
effectively through a story. Her professor’s choice of modes did not allow for Asha to draw from
her funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992) and use her most effective means to deliver the
information she knew well. Using multimodal texts while composing is another hallmark of
culturally responsive teaching with multilingual students (Angay-Crowder et al., 2013; Morita-
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Mullaney et al., 2019; NLG, 1996), but again the curricular change expanded what was
considered a disciplinary text but did not support Asha’s heritage literacies.
Like Asha, Frank went through the I.B. program in high school. The I.B. program,
characterized by intensive academic standards, is a diploma pathway for college-bound students.
The English classes focus on extensive reading and literary analysis essays. Frank shared several
times in our interviews that he “struggled” in I.B., particularly with the reading assignments:
“There are ideas that I understood, and others that I just completely didn’t.” He noted that
missing parts of the book “made even the writing process difficult because there would be
important parts in a book I’m assuming my teacher at the time would expect me to pull from, and
I guess I didn’t.” Frank did not recall ever receiving any writing feedback from his I.B. English
teacher. Gilliland (2014) highlighted the importance of high school writing conferences for
ELLs. While one-on-one conferences with the teacher can be helpful for many students, the ELL
receives not only writing feedback but linguistic support as well. The teacher can parse out
feedback that can be lost in written comments. Further, expectations delivered in assignments are
frequently framed in academic language that students do not understand (Gilliland, 2014).
The two participants, Mariana and Asha, both shared experiences related to negated use
of heritage languages and literacies in advanced English classroom settings. In both cases, the
opportunity to employ heritage literacy practices through asset-based pedagogy would have
given each ELL constructive ways to meet the learning goals established by the advanced
classroom teacher. All three participants shared rich and vivid experiences related to heritage
language and literacy practices at home with family, yet these practices did not carry into
advanced English classroom experiences because teachers did not provide opportunities. Rather,
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the teachers created and invited microaggressions against ELLs by making comparisons or
soliciting unwelcome attention towards the students’ heritage languages and literacies
Myths and Misconceptions of ELLs’ Use of English in Advanced Secondary English
Settings
In this study, all three participants, Mariana, Asha, and Frank, shared experiences that
reflect disconnections and disorientations with language and literacy practices in advanced
secondary English classes. Like their native English-speaking peers, their experiences are not
monolithic; they are diverse and reflect family and cultural influences, as well as individual
strengths, goals, and influences. Consideration of their shared and individual experiences reveals
patterns that are important to explore, specifically related to assumptions. Advanced secondary
English teachers frequently make assumptions about ELLs in their advanced classrooms,
including the assumption that these students share an equal footing in terms of language
proficiency and course readiness with their native English-speaking peers (de Jong & Harper,
2005; Harper & deJong, 2004). ELLs arrive in advanced secondary English classes with varying
levels of English proficiency (García et al., 2011; Jiménez-Castellanos & García, 2017). Mariana
was given voice and advocacy to choose whether she wanted to take advanced courses, yet she
did not have a choice to employ her heritage languages and literacies through multimodal
approaches to assignments. For example, one English teacher asked her to “translate”
Shakespearean English into modern English, a process that required her to “translate” through a
third language, her heritage Spanish.
Further, another assumption was revealed in the perpetuation of the myth of standard
English (Lippi-Green, 2012). Asha reported feeling frustrated by her advanced English teacher’s
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correction of her use of informal English in her essays. Asha’s oral tradition, which focused less
on grammar and punctuation conventions, informed her heritage language and literacy practices.
Her teacher’s corrections conflicted with Asha’s understanding of how to use specific words in
English. To her, the difference her teacher informed her of seemed arbitrary and unnecessary.
Indeed, language scholars also contend that grammar rules are not static and instead, consider
alternatives to prescriptive grammar instruction, such as language study and valuing
Translanguaging (García et al., 2017; Pacheco & Miller, 2015; Sang, 2017).
Yet another assumption was embedded in the educators’ use of culturally responsive
teaching (CRT). The participants perceived the use of CRT as incomplete: educators required
multimodal texts during composition but not the practices needed to access and use them
effectively. Educators introduced multicultural or engaging texts but failed to create a safe,
inclusive classroom community. ELLs face instructional and pedagogical barriers to their college
preparation (de Jong & Harper, 2005; García et al., 2011; Kanno & Kangus, 2014) that may be
mitigated by CRT (Gay, 2018). However, this study’s findings suggest that the use of CRT in
advanced secondary English teachers needs reexamination.
The findings in this section focused on assumptions made about ELLs in advanced
classrooms settings and the need to recognize the decentering experiences created for ELLs
when English teachers make assumptions about language proficiency. Teachers made
assumptions about the ELLs in their classrooms that negatively impacted the participants,
reflecting the findings of Harper and de Jong (2004) and de Jong and Harper (2005). Further,
advanced pathways such as Advanced Placement (AP) and International Baccalaureate (I.B.) are
tied to specific standards that perpetuate the myth of standard English and limit recognition of
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valued literacies (Sang, 2017). When the teachers delivering advanced English instruction
negated or ignored participants’ funds of knowledge, it negatively impacted Mariana, Asha, and
Frank’s ability to communicate all that they knew and were able to do.
Advanced English teachers bring a wealth of knowledge about subject and pedagogy into
their classrooms, but as de Jong and Harper (2005) noted, the effective instructional practices for
teaching native English-speaking students rarely extend to ELLs in general and advanced
classrooms. The effect of teachers’ lack of pedagogical and instructional knowledge to support
ELLs in their advanced classrooms goes beyond students achieving success in these classes, for
it extends to ELLs’ experiences in future English class settings in college.
Implications for Practice
Although ELLs comprise 10% of K-12 students in U.S. public schools (Pew Research
Center, 2018), little has changed in the approach in pedagogical and instructional practices for
ELLs in advanced English classrooms to support ELLs in these advanced settings (Gonzalez et
al., 2011; Kanno & Kangus, 2014; Samson & Collins, 2012). ELLs come to advanced
classrooms largely for the same reasons their native English-speaking peers do—to challenge
themselves and prepare for college-level coursework—yet previous studies show that teachers
are unprepared to meet the needs of ELLs in general or advanced classrooms (Bunch, 2013; de
Jong & Harper, 2005; Gonzalez et al., 2011; Murillo & Schall, 2016). Other studies highlight the
need for better pedagogical practices to prepare ELLs for college (Kanno, 2018; Kanno &
Cromley, 2013; Kanno & Varghese, 2010; Murillo & Schall, 2016). Plainly speaking, U.S.
public schools are not sufficiently preparing the fastest growing student population in the United
States for postsecondary education.
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This study examined what the narratives and lived experiences of ELLs in advanced
English classrooms could convey about the use of heritage languages and literacies in advanced
English settings. The study aimed to glean understandings from these narratives that might shed
light on how the use of heritage language and literacy practices might support the ELLs’ success
in English classes and inform attitudes about future English classes in postsecondary settings.
Further, the study aimed to offer insight about how the narratives of the study’s participants
inform culturally responsive instruction in advanced secondary English classrooms.
Underpinning this study was a theoretical framework that included critical sociocultural
theory, multiliteracies pedagogies and asset-based pedagogies, specifically culturally responsive
teaching. See Table 1 in Chapter 1 for an illustration of how my theoretical framework aligned
with the central pedagogical elements in the study. This framework offered me the critical lens
through which to understand the power stances implicit between teachers and ELLs, but also
between systemic school policies that inform many of the barriers and challenges for ELLs in the
advanced secondary English classroom. Critical sociocultural theory positions power, identity,
and agency at the core of pedagogy that decenters imbalances and inequalities in culturally
diverse classroom settings (Lewis et al., 2007) This study sought to understand how the lived
experiences of ELLs in these advanced settings might inform the success of other ELLs in
similar settings by centering their power, identity, and agency.
Further, this framework positions multicultural pedagogies and asset-based pedagogies as
central approaches in supporting ELLs in the advanced secondary English classroom. ELLs
bring a wealth of knowledge and cultural language and literacy practices into advanced
secondary English classrooms. Thus, these implications for practice demonstrate how teachers in
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advanced English classrooms can employ instructional practices that invite the use of these
assets and create authentic, substantive, culturally responsive instructional environments for all
their students.
Self-Work to Coursework
Mariana, Asha, and Frank’s narratives of educators’ well-intentioned microaggressions
revealed the first implications for advanced secondary English teachers. Educators who work
with ELLs need to first recognize their own assumptions about ELLs in their classrooms to
recognize bias and deficit thinking that inform their pedagogies. Challenging biased thinking
means understanding ELLs are not monolithic but come to these advanced English courses with
a range of English language proficiencies (Garcia et al., 2011; Jiménez-Castellanos & García,
2017) and a broad range of heritage language and literacy practices (García et al., 2011). Selfassessment of teachers’ beliefs about language practices would include examining beliefs about
the myth of standard English, their role as gatekeepers of English, and how these beliefs
maintain access to advanced English for some learners and deny access to others.
Teachers must also push against deficit views of other language and literacy practices
(Ladson-Billings, 1994; Moll & Gonzales, 1994) that position ELLs as less capable than their
native English-speaking peers (Piazza et al., 2015). The shift in paradigms results in actions that
reflect a relinquishment of long-held assumptions about standardized English (Metz, 2018). For
example, including curricular materials that represent a range of English varieties or encouraging
learners to communicate using varied literacy practices. Figure 10 offers suggested questions for
advanced secondary English teachers to ask themselves when assessing their own assumptions
about their ELLs and how these beliefs shift into practice.
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Figure 10
Self-Assessing Questions Teachers Can Consider When Examining Their Own Assumptions

Language
Practices

Counter
Narratives

•What beliefs do I hold about standardized English?
•Does my language instruction convey a distinct preference for standardized
English?

•Does my instruction recognize and allow for the use of other forms (dialect,
grammar/usage) of English?
•Do I offer texts outside the European-American canon?

•Do I acknowledge the use of and offer students opportunities to employ
multimodal literacy practices?
•Do I offer students opportunities to access cultural knowledge and employ
Multiliteracies heritage language and literacy practices?

Challenging long-held beliefs and practices maintained in traditional English pedagogies
can be difficult work as each narrative revealed that, despite attending different high schools
with different teachers, all three participants shared similar curricular experiences in advanced
English coursework. There exist moments in the participants’ stories when teachers could have
leveraged the heritage language and literacy practices of the participants. An example of one
such moment is in Asha’s story when she recounted an assignment in which she was asked to
present a project using a PowerPoint. She reflected:
. . . I wish I could have told it in a story, and I think it could have illustrated [much more]
versus just sitting there and going from slide to slide. I don’t think it had the desired
effect I wanted.
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While this episode took place in a college classroom and not an advanced secondary English
classroom, it offers insight into a student’s frustration when not given opportunities to leverage
abilities and strengths. Even though communication is multimodal (NLG, 1996), the professor
only allowed for one mode of communication. Asha shared in her narrative that her Somali
heritage is rich in oral tradition. Her wish to convey her project in a story acknowledges a
cultural strength (Gay, 2018) that she did not feel she was given a choice to employ. Further, the
mode of a PowerPoint presentation forced her to read aloud, an activity that created a great deal
of stress for her in middle school and highlighted her anxiety about her pronunciation of English
words.
While teachers may believe they have legitimate pedagogical reasons for supporting a
particular mode or text because it aligns to a specific standard or will result in a desired learning
outcome, these are secondary to meeting the needs of the ELL in advanced English classrooms.
ELLs will not meet those desired standards or learning objectives if they do not have access to
their strengths (Gay, 2018; Ladson-Billings, 1994; Moll & Gonzalez, 1994). Holding ELLs
accountable to instruction that denies them access to cultural knowledge relegates them to a
powerless position and makes it difficult, if not impossible, for them to succeed. Offering ELLs
opportunities to access cultural knowledge and meet learning goals through multimodal
approaches that enhance multicultural language and literacy practices gives them leverage in
those advanced English settings.
Conversely, culturally responsive pedagogies move from self-reflection to action and
provide a framework teachers can draw on to support their shifts in pedagogy and approaches to
teaching ELLs in advanced secondary English classrooms. Table 12 offers a list of selected
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resources that demonstrate culturally responsive advanced English pedagogies to leverage ELLs’
socioculturally developed multiliteracies using evidence-based best practice.
Table 12
List of Resources for Advanced Secondary English Teachers to Examine Assumptions About and
Rethink Pedagogies for ELLs
Pedagogy

Resource Title

Culturally
Responsive
Teaching
(CRT) for
English
language
learners

Booth-Olson, C. B., Scarcella, R. & Matuchniak, T. (2015). Best practices in teaching writing
to English learners: Reducing constraints to facilitate writing development. In S.
Graham, C. A. MacArthur, & J. Fitzgerald (Eds.), Best practices in writing
instruction (2nd ed., pp. 381-402). Guilford Press.
Gay, G. (2018). Culturally responsive teaching: Theory, research, and practice. Teachers
College Press.
Gay, G. (2001). Preparing for multicultural teaching. Journal of Teacher Education, 53(2),
106-116.
Genova, H., & Stewart, M. A. (2019) 'My life, my stories': Reading, writing, and belonging
in the ESL. English Journal, 108(3), 35-43.
Harper, C. A., & de Jong, J. A. (2004). Misconceptions about Teaching English language
learners reading. Journal of Adolescent and Adult Literacy, 48(2), 152-162.
Toliver, S., & Miller, K. (2019). (Re)Writing reality: Using science fiction to analyze the
world. English Journal, 108(3), 51-59.

Challenging
Standardized
English

Arevalo, S. I. (2019). Profiling, prejudice, and prestige: Language ideologies across
contexts. Routledge.
Dyches, M. D., & Gale, C. C. (2019). Teaching language variation in the classroom:
"Standard" English, "classic" literature: Examining canonical and linguistic
ideologies in Huck Finn. Routledge.
Lippi-Green, R. (2012). English with an accent: Language, ideology, and discrimination in
the United States. Routledge Press.
Metz, M. (2018). Challenges of confronting dominant language ideologies in the high school
English classroom. Research in the Teaching of English 52(4), 455-478.
Woodard, R., & Coppola, R. (2018). More than words: Student writers realizing possibilities
through spoken word poetry. English Journal, 107(3), 62-63.

Co-Creating Classroom Community
Important to creating culturally responsive instruction is the development of classroom
community that offers equal access to means and resources to all students (Lewis et al., 2007).
Further, the teacher must attend to the environment of the classroom, watchful for instances of
microaggressions enacted by students towards other students. This means establishing a
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classroom community that values cultural and linguistic diversity (Gay, 2000). Some of the
participants in this study acknowledged moments of microaggressions as well instructional
feedback that rejected language use because it fell outside standardized English norms (Metz,
2018). The first example is from Mariana’s narrative in which she described overhearing other
students in her class “making fun” of her Mexican dialect.
I overheard a group of students a couple of times . . . talking or making fun of my accent
whenever the teacher asked me a question. That was one of the reasons why I try not to
speak very often in classes that were either honors or . . . not ESL classes.
This experience essentially silenced Mariana, sending a message that her use of the English
language positioned her as an object of ridicule and that there was something incorrect (LippiGreen, 2012) about her use of the English Language. As teachers establish classroom
communities at the beginning of the school year, they must help students become mindful of
communication and, as Gay (2000) noted, teacher perceptions are integral in creating attitudes in
the classroom community. Students need to see respect and value for cultural diversity modeled
by the teacher.
Similarly, Asha shared a disorienting moment in her I.B. English classroom. She recalled
her teacher correcting her use of informal or spoken language style in an essay:
I didn’t know that there is a proper English and there’s the English that everyone else is
speaking [and it’s] not proper. She really helped me figure those things out because I
would write things like, “Everybody’s gonna go.” She would be like, “It is ‘going to go.”
“But we’re speaking it. That’s how everyone is saying it so how is that not proper?”
Asha’s question, “How is that not proper?” speaks to the message sent by many English teachers
when they cling to the myth of standardized English. The message of a master narrative in the
English language is couched in language such as “proper,” “correct,” and “formal,” but it implies
a hierarchy and racialization (Getz, 2018) in the language. Asha, speaking as an adult, resisted
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this in her question, “How is that not proper?” However, she at once accepted the teacher’s
power structure as the expert by acknowledging “she really helped me figure those things out.”
These mixed messages are informed by teacher resistance of multiliteracies and reliance on an
ideology that perpetuates a dominant language that empowers the White middle-class at the
expense of all other language varieties (Lippi-Green, 2012).
In both these examples, the power, identity, and agency of the ELL are negated in part
because the teachers did not establish a responsive classroom community that acknowledged and
valued cultural diversity. Within the narratives, each participant described the power of reflecting
on their own experiences in advanced English courses and how that shaped their own identities
and academic journeys. Similarly, I invite teachers to consider if what they have implemented is
effective. A critical sociocultural stance in the classroom requires examination of how well the
educator has offered opportunities for student agency, whether the teacher has checked their
position of power, and if they recognize opportunities for students to examine their own everdeveloping identities (Lewis et al., 2007). Teachers should consider inviting student feedback to
survey questions to consider what type of classroom community they are co-creating with
students, such as the ones offered in Table 13, based on the characteristics of CRT as identified
by Gay (2018).
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Table 13
Questions for Student Feedback
Characteristic of CRT

Question

Student Validation

1.
2.
3.
4.

Do assignments meet your preferred styles of learning?
Did you find teacher feedback helpful and positive?
Does your teacher model respect for various cultures and languages?
Are there examples of your cultural and linguistic identities within the
classroom (e.g. texts viewed or read, on the walls, mentor texts)?

Comprehensive nature of
instruction

1. Were lessons (readings, composition assignments, discussion) relevant
for you, your goals, and your interests?
2. Did your teacher make connections to you, and your interests, and your
community?

Multidimensional nature of
instruction

1. Did the lessons draw on your prior knowledge, respond to authentic
problems, questions, or ideas in different ways?
2. Were you invited to respond to authentic problems, questions, ideas in
ways that highlighted and illustrated your strengths?

Student Empowerment

1. Did the teacher provide feedback and comments that were encouraging
and empowering?
2. Were your ideas heard and validated?
3. Did you have opportunities to support other students? Did you feel
supported by other students?

Transformative nature of
instruction

1. Were lessons challenging but within reach of your abilities and
strengths?
2. Were your ideas invited into class discussions? Were you offered
opportunities to critique and challenge other’s ideas?

Limitations of the Study
I position myself as a White, middle-aged, monolingual female who received an
education that reflected Eurocentric values and privileged White students. Further, at the time of
the study, I was an advanced secondary English teacher in a U.S. public school with a large
immigrant and refugee population. While none of the participants in this study were former
students of mine, many of the students in my advanced English classrooms were ELLs;
therefore, I recognize the potential for bias, such as appearing empathetic with advanced English
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teachers. I bracketed my sympathies and experiences with my own experiences in the classroom.
As an advanced English teacher, I recognize the difficulties meeting course instructional
requirements, particularly this year when many instructional days were lost due to the pandemic.
Equally, as a teacher of ELLs, I have witnessed their struggles, and some of the inspiration to do
this study came from seeing those struggles.
The data were collected from one-on-one interviews, composition artifacts selected by
the participants, and a focus group including all participants. The oldest participant (31 years old)
had graduated from high school 13 years prior to the study. The youngest participant (25 years
old) had graduated from high school seven years prior to the study. While the stories and
experiences shared by each of these participants were rich and nuanced with details and
descriptions, school-related artifacts were limited to what participants managed to keep from
high school. However, Mariana’s high school teacher, her advocate, kept some of her work and
shared it for the purpose of the study. Asha was unable to retrieve any composition artifacts from
high school and so relied on more recent compositions from graduate school.
Finally, the data were drawn from three narratives. Riessman (1993) suggested that,
unlike other ethnographic approaches to qualitative analysis, narrative inquiry focuses on
“human agency and imagination” (p. 5). She further noted that the very element that critics
eschew, its subjectivity, that gives narrative inquiry its value, the “rootedness in time, place and
personal experience (p. 5). Given the critical lens of this study, I aimed to leverage the voices of
the participants to explicate their experiences as ELLs in advanced English classrooms and to
better understand the ways in which their power, identity, and agency (Lewis et al., 2007) were
supported or negated. While another approach, such as a case study, might offer a larger pool of
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data (Stake, 1995), the stories of these three participants analyzed through narrative inquiry
offered access to the “personal practical knowledge” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 3) they
could offer, not only as individuals who experienced advanced English instruction as ELLs, but
as adults with further life experiences who could reflect on those experiences with unique
perspectives.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study touches on the findings of previous studies focused on supporting collegebound ELLs. Previous studies have examined the need for writing support for ELLs in English
classrooms (Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Gilliland, 2014, 2015; Ortmeier-Hooper & Enright,
2011), and other studies have focused on the challenges for college-bound ELLs (Gonzalez et al.,
2011; Kanno, 2018; Kanno & Cromley, 2013; Kanno & Kangus, 2014; Kanno & Varghese,
2010). Further, there exists literature addressing the need for improved teacher training and
preparation to meet the needs of ELLs in general education and advanced education settings
(Bunch, 2013; Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Gilliland, 2015; Gonzalez et al., 2011; Moll, 2002;
Murillo & Schall, 2016; Samson & Collins, 2012). In this study, I aimed to join this conversation
and add the narratives and lived experiences of ELLs who completed advanced secondary
English classes. I sought to reveal how the use of heritage languages and literacies might impact
success for the college-bound ELL. Further, I wanted to understand how the narratives of these
participants might inform culturally responsive instruction. With these research intentions in
mind, I offer the following recommendations for future research.
The findings demonstrated connection to multimodalities as a strength and way to display
participants’ heritage languages and literacies, which warrant further study of the use of
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multiliteracies pedagogies to support ELLs in advanced secondary English classrooms. While
current research exists in secondary English (Enright & Gilliland, 2011; Shaul & Ganson, 2005)
and ESOL instruction broadly (de Jong & Harper, 2005; Harper & de Jong, 2004), additional
work in advanced secondary English would challenge prescriptive and standardized assessments
associated with the discipline. Whereas this study examined the missed opportunities for students
when teachers ignored heritage languages and literacy practices, closer examination is warranted
to understand how ELLs employ multimodal approaches to advanced English assignments.
The participants, Mariana, Asha, and Frank, transitioned from ESOL pathways to
advanced pathways, often due to advocacy of others rather than from personal and family
decisions Additionally, all the narratives considered the role of familial literacies, such as
storytelling, in each learners’ literacy development. Further focus on how to center families in
instructional decisions ranging from curriculum development to transition decisions is necessary.
Previous work explored how schools can better partner with families (Douglass, 2011), and
multilingual families in particular (Blair & Haneda, 2021; Davidson & Case, 2018), but specific
exploration in secondary contexts and advanced coursework could offer recommendations to
schools seeking to better position families within educational decisions.
This study was centered in the use of heritage languages and literacy practices among
ELLs in advanced secondary English classrooms. Language is associated with identity (Freire &
Macedo, 1987; Heath, 1983; NLG, 1996; Street, 2011), and it intersects with gender (Cameron,
2005; Chavez, 2000), race (Ashcroft, 2001; Freire & Macedo, 1995), geographic location (Le
Page & Tabouret-Keller, 1985), and a multitude of other identities. Mariana, Asha, and Frank
revealed these intersections within their narratives, although not always explored. For example,
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Frank’s struggle with I.B. English was never explicit in his language and stories, beyond
identifying a disconnect with reading and composition assignments and “then understanding
what was expected of me.” Asha identified her confusion when her I.B. English teacher
corrected her use of speech language in her essay. Asha was at once frustrated and compliant,
even remarking that her teacher helped her to “figure those things out.” Both Frank and Asha, as
students of color and ELLs, experienced linguism justified through the narrative of standardized
English and, in Frank’s case, a standard of classroom expectations that I.B. students were simply
meant to rise to with little feedback or writing support from the teacher. Future studies should
attend to the intersections of race and ELLs with multicultural language and literacy practices in
advanced secondary English classrooms in which students of color with specific cultural
language and literacy practices are subject to linguicism, possibly through discourse analysis
through the lens of critical race theory.
Finally, all three participants were moved from ESOL classes into all advanced
classrooms. Future studies should attend to bridge building between these two distinct pathways.
Frank recalled feeling that the work in I.B. English was beyond his abilities, yet choices were
made by educators to move Frank from ESOL classes into all advanced and I.B. courses. Further
study is warranted to examine ways in which ELLs can bridge these two pathways successfully.
Final Thoughts
A critical sociocultural theory lens in this study offered me insight into the need for
opportunities for agency, power, and identity to be built into the practices of advanced secondary
English teachers to meet the needs of ELLs. Mariana, Asha, and Frank represent a growing
number of ELLs placed in advanced secondary English classes through recommendations and
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self-advocacy. Even with support from caring teachers and counselors, ELLs in advanced
secondary English classrooms face barriers their native English-speaking peers do not. Among
these barriers is the hindered use of their heritage language and literacy practices, which denies
them access to their funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992).
My own experiences with ELLs in my advanced English classrooms inspired this study.
Like many of my peers, I considered myself a good teacher with strong beliefs about decentering
myself as the focus of instruction, creating safe spaces for all my students, and offering
opportunities for students to acknowledge and represent their voice in their work. After
collecting date through one-on-one interviews with participants and listening to their stories, I
recognized that there remains much for me to correct and implement in my own approach to
pedagogy and instruction. Offering power, identity, and agency to ELLs in advanced English
classrooms will not occur after one study or one professional development opportunity. Each
student brings a life of experiences and understandings into our classrooms. The job of educators
is not to ameliorate or mitigate those experiences and understandings to meet the standards built
around archaic and sometimes, mythical bars of success. Rather, educators mitigating the
barriers created by these outdated standards and offering opportunities to our ELLs to break even
more barriers. As Mariana summarized:
. . . Culture is just something that follows me everywhere really, not only is it there with
me . . . I want them [my students] to know about my personal experiences, but I just want
them to be able to understand that there’s a lot that comes with people that come from
other countries where they have different religions, or they have different beliefs, or
whatever the case may be. That is important and that we know and learn about those
people and what they bring with them in order to really understand some of the struggles
that they face.
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1. Tell me something about your family. How would you describe them?
2. What traditions or repeating events would you say help define you/your family? Can
you describe an event?
3. What are your family’s beliefs about education?
4. Do you speak English at home? If so, is it all the time or at certain times?
c. How does your family use language?
d. How do they incorporate English if it is a second language?
5. Have you always been in U.S. schools?
c. If not, where else have you been in school?
d. How did those experiences compare with your experiences in U.S.
classrooms?
6. Can you describe experiences in an advanced English Language Arts class?
c. What did you enjoy and how did you deal with challenges?
d. Describe an incident that best describes your experience?
1. When you compose something personal, an entry in your journal, a poem, a comment
on social media, what language do you prefer? Why?
2. Would you explain why you chose this particular literacy artifact?
3. (If a school assignment) Explain what you learned from this assignment. Why?
4. Given the opportunity to do so, how would you have approached this assignment
through your first language?
5. Given the opportunity to do so, how would you have approached this assignment
through a different literacy mode? For example, video rather than as essay, or
artwork, poetry?
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